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Abstract 

The amount of television content available to people has risen during the last years. Hundreds of TV 

programs are broadcasted at various channels at any time of day. iFanzy, a personalized electronic 

program guide, is developed to cope with this information overload by recommending people TV 

content they are really interested in.  There are two important aspects on which the accuracy of 

recommendations heavily depends on: the knowledge iFanzy has about the content of the TV 

programs it recommends and the interests of the user it recommends these programs to. The better 

both are known, the better the recommendations will be. 

To ensure iFanzy has an extensive knowledge about the TV programs it recommends, the iFanzy 

conceptual model has been developed. It models various characteristics of TV programs and 

information related to TV programs. The iFanzy conceptual model is used to combine data about TV 

programs from various heterogeneous sources to provide a good knowledge structure.  

The second important aspect is the knowledge about the interests of a user. The aim of this project is 

to extend the way iFanzy learns the interests of its users to gain more and better knowledge about 

the interests of users. Two new approaches are investigated to improve the knowledge of user 

interests:  (1) Observing user behavior to deduce user interests from; (2) Importing user interests 

from 3
rd

 party applications.  

To exploit these two approaches, we extended the iFanzy system. The iFanzy user model has been 

adapted to store personal data and preferences of a user. The iFanzy Web application is adjusted to 

be able to observe user behavior and an event model is developed to store this user behavior. To 

evaluate whether the observation of user behavior improves the accuracy of the recommendations 

iFanzy generates, a user test is performed. The results of this evaluation show that the accuracy of 

the iFanzy recommendations improves when observed user behavior is taken into account. 

Furthermore the Hyves grabber service has been developed to import user interest from the Dutch 

social networking site Hyves. This service demonstrates the import of user interests from a 3
rd

 party 

application into iFanzy. This is the first step in the process in the evaluation whether the 

recommendations generated by iFanzy can be improved by taking user interests imported from 3
rd

 

party applications into account.   
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Definitions and abbreviations 

 

Definitions 

Conceptual Model Definition of a data domain 

Context Any information that can be used to characterize 

the situation of a user 

Electronic Program Guide  Digital guide to scheduled broadcast television or 

radio programs 

Event Observable occurrence of a user action 

Feedback – Explicit Feedback indicating the level of relevance. The user 

knows his feedback is taken into account by the 

recommender system 

Feedback – Implicit Feedback inferred from user behavior. The user is 

not informed his feedback is taken into account by 

the recommender system 

FOAF specification Vocabulary for expressing personal information and 

relationships between persons 

GeoNames Online database of information related to 

geographical locations 

Hyves Dutch social networking site 

iFanzy A personalized electronic program guide developed 

by Stoneroos Interactive Television in collaboration 

with TU/e 

IMDb Online database of information related to TV 

content 

Metadata Data about data 

Ontology Formal specification of a shared conceptualization 

to describe a specific domain defined in an ontology 

language 

Recommender System Intelligent system attempting to present 

information items that are likely of interest to the 

user 

TV-Anytime specification Set of specifications for the controlled delivery of 

multimedia content 

User Model Definition of all data a user profile can contain. The 

user model is the design of a user profile 

User Profile Collection of personal data and preferences for a 

specific user. A user profile is an instantiation of the 

user model for a specific user 

Vocabulary Formal specification of a shared conceptualization 

to describe a specific domain 
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Abbreviations 

AJAX Asynchronous JavaScript + XML 

API Application Programming Interface 

CBF Content-based Filtering 

CF Collaborative Filtering 

DF Demographic Filtering 

DTV Digital Television 

EPG Electronic Program Guide 

FOAF Friend of a Friend 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

HD High-Definition 

HTML HyperText Markup Language 

IMDb Internet Movie Database 

OWL Web Ontology Language 

PEPG Personalized Electronic Program Guide 

PHP PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor 

RDF Resource Description Framework 

RDFS RDF Schema 

RS Recommender System 

SIOC Semantically-Interlinked Online Community 

SQL Structured Query Language 

STB Set-top box 

TV Television 

UML Unified Modeling Language 

URI Uniform Resource Identifier 

VOD Video On Demand 

WSDL Web Service Description Language 

WWW World Wide Web 

XML eXtensible Markup Language 

XMLTV XML for Television listings 
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1. Introduction 

The amount of information available on the World Wide Web (WWW) is enormous and still growing. 

A lot of information is easy accessible to people by use of all kinds of Web-based services. 

Unfortunately people struggle to get the information they are really interested in. Different kinds of 

approaches in order to cope with information overload exist. Information retrieval approaches, such 

as search engines, succeed in filtering relevant information out of the mass, but often lack 

personalization. Systems that use these kinds of approaches, without personalization, return the 

same results every time to every user. Intelligent software agents that can learn what information its 

users are interested in can tackle this problem.  

1.1. Recommender systems 

A Recommender system (RS) is an intelligent software agent. Recommender systems suggest items 

that are likely of interest to the user. For example, Amazon.com
1
 makes use of recommendation 

techniques to generate personalized product recommendations. To suggest items of interest to a 

user, the RS has to gain some knowledge about the interest of that particular user. Typically, a user 

gives feedback to the RS about his interests by giving ratings to items the RS presented to him. A 

rating indicates the level of interest of the user in a particular item. The feedback of the user to the 

system can either be explicit, like  giving ratings to items, or implicit like monitoring the behavior of 

the user.  

According to previous researches users are not willing to give explicit feedback. Therefore some RS 

do also take implicit feedback into account to get to know its users better without bothering them to 

give explicit feedback. Another advantage of implicit feedback is that every interaction (or 

combination of interactions) with the system can contribute to improve the knowledge of the user. 

On the other hand implicit feedback may be less accurate than explicit feedback because the level of 

interest is not obtained directly from the user. [1][2] 

Explicit feedback is usually given by ratings items. However, the ratings can be expressed in different 

types of rating scale. For example, the IMDb
2
 (Internet Movie Database) offers a rating scale that 

consists of ten categories in the range from 1 (awful) to 10 (excellent), Amazon.com offers a rating 

scale that consist of five categories in the range from 1 to 5 stars while YouTube
3
 offers a rating scale 

that consist of two categories, thumb up (good)/thumb down (bad) for the comments on videos. 

Feedback a user has given is stored in his user profile. A user profile does also contain the system’s 

assumptions about all aspects of the user which are deemed relevant for generating 

recommendations. The user profile is compared to some reference characteristics to generate 

recommendations. These characteristics are either from the items or from the users. There are 

several techniques to generate recommendations. The most common recommendation techniques 

are collaborative filtering, content-based filtering and demographic filtering. 

Collaborative filtering (CF) is the most widely implemented technology for generating 

recommendations and can be seen as an automation of the “Word of Mouth” process. For example, 

in real life people regularly ask their friends for advice when they want to watch a movie, knowing 

                                                           
1
 http://www.amazon.com/ 

2
 http://www.imdb.com/ 

3
 http://www.youtube.com/ 
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their friends have a similar taste.  This is exactly what CF does. It uses the interests of its other users 

to generate new recommendations for the active user. These interests are usually expressed by 

giving a rating for an item, thus a typical user profile in a CF system consists of a vector of ratings.  

Each of these ratings indicates the interest of the user about a certain item. When the vectors with 

ratings of all individual user profiles are combined, they form a two-dimensional N M× matrix of N  

user and M  items.  In CF this matrix is usually represented by: 

 

:CF id idR User Item rating× →  

Where idUser  and idItem  are the unique identifiers of a user and an item, and rating  is the rating 

given by a user to an item. Using this matrix there are two different approaches to generate 

recommendations, namely “User–User” CF and “Item– Item” CF. In the first approach the similarity 

between users is used to generate recommendations. Figure 1-1 visualizes this approach and outlines 

the process in which the system has to calculate the recommendation score of item i3 for “active 

user” u1.  To begin, the system calculates the similarity between the user profile of the “active user” 

and the user profiles of all other users in the system to form the neighborhood of this user. The 

neighborhood consists of the users, which interests are most likely the same as the interests of the 

“active user” and thus their user profiles are most similar to that of the “active user”. Finally the 

recommendation score for item i3 for the “active user” is calculated using the ratings for this item of 

the users in the neighborhood and taking into account their similarity to the “active user”.  

 
Figure 1-1: Example of collaborative filtering 

 

The second approach, “Item-Item” CF, works in a similar way. However, it uses the similarity 

between items to generate recommendations instead of the similarity between users. Thus if we 

again want to generate the recommendation score of item i3 for user u1, the system first calculates 

the similarity of item i3 with the other items in the system based on the ratings users have given to 

item i3 and the other items. The more users have given item i3 and another item the same rating, 

the more the items are similar.  Then the recommendation score of i3 is calculated using the ratings 

user u1 has given to other items in the system and taking into account their calculated similarity with 

item i3. 
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There are some problems with the CF approach [3][4]:  

Cold start (new user): The system cannot generate any recommendations until the user profile of a 

user contains enough data. Due to the lack of data the system cannot calculate the similarity 

between this user and the other users in the system (“User-User” CF) or use similarity between items 

(“Item-Item CF”) to generate recommendations. Thus when a new user enters the system, he first 

has to rate a sufficient number of items before he gets recommendations of other items.   

First-rater (new item): Items cannot be recommended until they have been rated by enough users. 

Thus when new items are added to the system, they will not be recommended in the beginning.   

Popularity bias: Popular items have more chance to be recommended than unpopular items. Popular 

items are the items which have been rated many times. Unpopular items will not be recommended, 

until they have received enough ratings so they can be recommended. Therefore it will be hard to 

generate recommendations for a user with a quite unique taste, since he will be mostly interested in 

unpopular items. 

Sparsity: If the number of users is small relative to the number of items in the system, there is a 

danger that the coverage of ratings in the “User–Item” matrix becomes too sparse. Users typically 

rate a small fraction of the item set and therefore it is often difficult to find users (or items) with a 

sufficient number of overlapping ratings upon which the similarity between users (or items) is 

computed.  

Content-based filtering (CBF) is another well known technique in the domain of recommenders. 

Instead of using the opinions of other users, the features of items are used to generate 

recommendations. The recommendations of a user are thus solely based on his interests and the 

information on the content of the items in the system. [5] This technique requires that content of the 

items can be described in a meaningful way by characterizing it with several features. The system 

uses these features to determine a user’s interest in a certain item. To calculate the recommendation 

score of an item for a particular user, the system uses the known features of the item and the user’s 

interest in each of these features. Therefore a user profile in these types of systems consists of the 

level of interest the user has in several features of items in the system, which is usually expressed as 

a rating. Just as in a CF system the user profile contains thus a vector of ratings. However, these 

ratings all represent the interest of the user in a certain item feature instead of the interest in a 

certain item.  Every time the user gives a rating to a specific item, the level of interest of each known 

feature of this item is updated in his user profile. Figure 1-2 visualizes the CBF approach where the 

recommendation score for item i3 for an “active user” is calculated. First the active user’s level of 

interest for all item features is calculated out of his ratings for items and the corresponding features 

of items the user has rated (if an item has a particular feature, then it is denoted in the 

item feature×  matrix with an “X”). Next, the recommendation score is calculated out of the level of 

interest in the item features for the active user where only features that are related to item i3 are 

taken into account.    
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Figure 1-2: Example of Content-based filtering 

 

 

The CBF approach does not suffer from the first-rater and popularity bias problem, like the CF 

approach, because the recommendations are based on content and the ratings of the active user 

instead of ratings of other users. Thus a new or unpopular item has the same chance to be 

recommended as an old or popular item, if the content features of these items are similar. CBF still 

suffers from the cold start problem because some information about the interest of a user is needed 

to generate recommendations for him. Furthermore, CBF suffers from additional problems: [6] 

Content must be encoded in meaningful features: The items of interest should be comparable with 

each other based on their descriptive information. The features of an item hold different parts of the 

descriptive information of this item. Items that cannot be represented by one or more of these 

features cannot be taken into account by the CBF approach. The strength of the CBF approach 

depends heavily on the quality of metadata of the items. Furthermore user interests must be 

represented as a learnable function of these features. 

Serendipity: Items that have communalities with items the user has indicated a (positive) level of 

interest for, are recommended to the user. Therefore, item that does not have any communality with 

items rated by the user, are not likely to be recommended to that user and thus the system is not 

likely to suggest surprising item to him. 

Cannot recommend items based on opinions: Items that have exactly the same feature values are 

evenly well recommended. However, information about an item that is not descriptive can influence 

the interest of a user in that item. For example, the quality, style or point-of-view could be totally 

different of two items that are considered similar based on their content. User opinions about 

content are not taken into account in CBF. 

Demographic filtering (DF) make use of stereo types to generate recommendations.  A stereo type is 

a generalization of a group of users of the system, usually based on their demographic information, 

such as their gender, age and level of education.  Each user in the system is categorized in an 

appropriate stereo type group using his demographic information. The recommendations of a user 
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are based on the common opinion of the people in his stereo type group. Take for example the 

movie “The Godfather” on IMDb
4
, the largest internet movie database. Users of IMDb have given this 

movie an average rating of 9.1, while females under 18 have rated it with an average of 8.1. Thus, if 

IMDb was a demographic RS, then all females younger than 18 would receive a recommendation of 

8.1 for “The Godfather”. If a user could not be categorized in one of IMDb’s stereo type groups, for 

example due to the lack of his demographic information, a recommendation of 9.1 could be given, 

since this is the average rating of “The Godfather” on IMDb. Unlike CF and CBF systems, a 

demographic RS does not need a detailed user profile of its user to generate recommendations. 

Instead it uses a dataset containing the rating of each stereo type group for the items in the system 

and some demographic information of the user to classify him in one of the stereotype groups.  

DF does not suffer from the cold start problem because recommendations are based on 

demographic information, not on user interests. As soon as a new user has supplied his demographic 

information and the system has classified him in one of the stereo type groups, recommendations 

can be generated. However, it still suffers from the first-rater problem. The system needs to know 

the interest of each stereotype group for each new item. Furthermore DF does also introduce other 

problems: 

Acquiring personal data: Users are not willing to provide personal or demographic data. Mostly due 

to lack of faith in today’s websites. Therefore, users withhold personal data or provide false data [4].    

Gray sheep: Because users are classified into a group, which represents a stereotype user, 

recommendations are not tailored to an individual user. Moreover, they are the same for all users 

that are classified in the same stereotype group. DF does not work well for a user that falls on the 

border between stereotype groups or where the interests of the individual user and his stereotype 

group differs (hugely) [3]. 

The recommendation approaches stated above have either their strengths as their weaknesses. To 

come up with good recommendations, the knowledge about users and/or items in the system is 

essential. Most of the problems arise when the RS has no or not enough knowledge about its users or 

about the items. A hybrid RS combines the recommendation approaches to exploit the strengths and 

limits the weaknesses of the individual recommendation approaches. For example, a RS based on CF 

uses DF to generate recommendations for its new users (cold start problem) and uses CBF to 

recommend new items to its users (first-rater problem). 

1.2. Electronic program guides 

Like the growth of the amount of information available on the WWW, the amount of television (TV) 

content available to people has risen during the last years. Hundreds of TV programs are broadcasted 

at various channels at any time of day. The digital revolution is partly responsible for the expanding 

amount of TV content. Until the 2000s broadcasted TV programs were generally recorded and 

transmitted as an analogue signal, but in recent years public and commercial broadcasters have been 

progressively introducing digital television (DTV) and even high-definition television (HDTV) 

broadcasting technologies. An advantage of DTV above the traditional analogue television is that 

channels do take up less bandwidth. This means that digital broadcasters can provide more channels 

in the same space, better quality services like HDTV or services such as electronic program guides 

                                                           
4
 http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0068646/ 
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(EPGs). An EPG is an overview of scheduled broadcast television or radio programs and is used to see 

what programs are currently broadcasted or will be broadcasted in the (near) future. The EPG is the 

electronic equivalent of the printed television program guide. Typically an EPG is an application 

running on a set-top box (STB), which is a device that is able to receive and decode DTV signals and 

turn them into content which is viewable via a TV. EPGs often are accessed via a remote control and 

offer interactive functionalities such as setting a recording or a reminder for a TV program. Figure 1-3 

shows a screenshot of an EPG. At the top, program details are shown of the selected TV program. In 

the centre a scheduled overview of broadcasted TV programs is visible. In general there are two 

types of overviews programs are presented by an EPG. One overview shows programs first ordered 

by time (vertically) and next by channel (horizontally). Examples of Dutch online EPGs of this type are 

RTL TV gids
5
, TV Gids.nl

6
 and omroep NL gids

7
. The other overview shows programs first ordered by 

channel (vertically) and next by time (horizontally). Examples of Dutch online EPGs of this type are 

NU TV gids
8
 and VPRO gids

9
. 

As mentioned before, the number of channels and thus the number of TV programs available to the 

users of an EPG can be quite large. To find TV programs that suit the individual interest of a user can 

be an exhaustive task. Therefore, users of EPGs end up watching a limited number of favorite 

channels and ignoring the other channels [7]. Probably these users overlook interesting TV programs 

that are broadcasted at one of those other channels. In other words, EPGs lack on personalization. 

Personalized EPGs are developed to suggest individual (or groups of) users which TV programs should 

be interesting to watch.   

 

 

Figure 1-3 Screenshot of the EPG on a Humax IRHD-5000C set-top box
10

 

                                                           
5
 http://www.rtl.nl/service/gids/ 

6
 http://www.tvgids.nl/ 

7
 http://gids.omroep.nl/ 

8
 http://www.nu.nl/tvgids/ 

9
 http://gids.vpro.nl/index.php/basisgids?medium=TV&dag=vandaag 

10
 http://www.digitalekabeltelevisie.nl/decoder/humax_hd5000c/epg.shtml 
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1.3. The Semantic Web 

The Semantic Web is a web of data. It is an extension of the WWW in which information is given 

well-defined meaning, better enabling computers and people to work in cooperation. Most of 

today’s Web content is designed for human consumption, not for computers to process 

meaningfully. The Semantic Web brings structure to the meaningful content of Web pages and the 

relations between the content. It describes what the content is about, also referred to as metadata: 

data about data.[8] 

HyperText Markup Language (HTML)
 11

 is the predominant language in which Web pages are written. 

It is a tag-based language and it gives authors the means to describe the structure, like headings and 

paragraphs, of the information and supplement it with objects like forms and images. Furthermore, 

information can be retrieved via hyperlinks which are denoted by the author. The set of possible tags 

in HTML is predefined. A segment of information in HTML might look like: 

<html> 
 <head> 
 </head> 
 <body> 
  <h1>Student at Eindhoven University of Technology</h1> 
  <table> 
   <tr> 
    <th>name</th> 
    <th>department</th> 
    <th>master program</th> 
   </tr> 
   <tr> 
    <td>Doe, John</td> 
    <td>Mathematics and computer science</td> 
    <td>Computer science and engineering</td> 
   </tr> 
  </table> 
 </body> 
</html> 
 

This code is interpreted by a Web browser as shown in Figure 1-4. For people this information is 

presented in a satisfactory way.  

 

 

Figure 1-4: HTML example as presented by Mozilla Firefox 3.0.1.0 

  

                                                           
11

 http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/ 
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However, computers will have their problems in retrieving the meaning of the information. The 

eXtensible Markup Language (XML)
 12

 is develop for aiding information systems for sharing data, 

rather than for displaying data like HTML does. XML is a general purpose specification for defining 

markup languages. The tags in XML are user defined. In the example stated above, there might be 

information such as: 

<university> 
 <name>Eindhoven University at Technology</name> 
 <students> 
  <student> 
   <firstName>John</firstName> 
   <lastName>Doe</lastName> 
   <department>Mathematics and computer science</department> 
   <masterProgram>Computer science and engineering</masterProgram> 
  </student> 
 </students> 
</university> 
 

This segment of code contains a lot more information about the content. Nonetheless, everyone can 

come up with their own set of tags. For example, the following segment of XML holds the same 

information. Nevertheless, the structure and some tags, the “givenName” tag for example, are 

different than in the previous segment of XML: 

 
<university> 
 <name>Eindhoven University at Technology</name> 
 <departments> 
  <department> 
  <name>Mathematics and computer science</name> 
  <masterPrograms> 
   <masterProgram> 
    <name>Computer science and engineering</name> 
    <students> 
     <student> 
      <givenName>John</givenName> 
      <surName>Doe</surName>  
     </student> 
    </students> 
   </masterProgram> 
  </masterPrograms> 
  </department> 
 </departments> 
</university> 

 

For people it is easy to see that the two XML examples represent the same information. However, for 

computers it is not that obvious. While interchanging information, the receiver has to known what 

the author uses each tag for. To automate the data integration process, using Resource Description 

Framework (RDF)
 13

 in which the Semantic Web is expressed, is likely a better approach. Syntactically 

RDF is equal to XML. However, XML does not provide any means about the semantics of the data. 

The semantics of any expression in RDF is a collection of triples, each consisting of a subject, a 

predicate and an object. A set of such triples is called an RDF graph which can be seen as directed 

edge-labelled directed graph. In Figure 1-5, such a graph is shown. Each triple represents a statement 

of a relationship between the things denoted by the nodes that it links. Each triple has three parts: 

• a subject, the resource to which the statement is applied; 

• an object, can be a resource or a literal, an atomic value; 

• a predicate, also called a property, that denotes a relationship between a subject and an 

object. 

The direction of the arc is significant: it always points toward the object. Subjects, objects and 

predicates are identified by a Universal Resource Identifier (URI).  
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RDF is a data model for resources and the relations between them. RDF does not make assumptions 

about any particular application domain. It is up to the user to do so in RDF Schema (RDFS)
 14

. RDFS is 

a vocabulary description language for describing properties and classes of RDF resources. Figure 1-5 

shows an example of RDFS and an instance of the scheme in RDF. The example stated above is 

expressed in this model. Note that the names of the resources and the properties are abbreviated to 

strings, normally this are URIs.  

 

 

Figure 1-5: A RDF Schema accompanied with a RDF instance 

There exists a more expressive vocabulary description language: Web Ontology Language (OWL)
15

. 

For example, restriction of the cardinality of a property can be expressed in OWL but not in RDFS. 

OWL is build upon RDF/RDFS and is used to model an ontology, a formal description of a domain. 

OWL is aimed to be the standardized and broadly accepted ontology modeling language of the 

Semantic Web.[9] 

 Nowadays large open data sets are available in RDF. The W3C SWEO community project ‘Linking 

Open Data'
16

 demonstrates the value of the Semantic Web by making various open datasets available 

on the Web as RDF, and developing automated mechanisms to interlink them. FOAF (Friend of a 
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Fried)
17

 – for describing persons and their relations –, GeoNames
18

 – for describing geographical 

locations –, SIOC (Semantically-Interlinked Online Communities) Project
19

 – for describing online 

community information –, WordNet
20

 – for lexical descriptions – are examples of vocabularies which 

has large open datasets in RDF available. Also in the TV domain work has been done to exploit 

Semantic Web technology. For example, Sensee
21

: a semantic based framework for personalized 

access to TV content and interaction in a cross-media environment.   

1.4. iFanzy: personalized EPG with Semantic Web technology 

iFanzy is a personalized EPG developed by Stoneroos Interactive Television in collaboration with 

Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e). Its main functionalities are to provide recommendations 

over and intelligent search through a large set of broadcasted TV programs. While using iFanzy, users 

are able to sit back and relax watching TV programs of their interest, instead of zapping through all 

TV channels to find something interesting to watch. This is because iFanzy suggest TV programs to its 

users that are potentially interesting for them to watch. In order to come up with suggestions, the 

recommendations iFanzy provides are based on a CBF approach. To cope with the cold start problem, 

DF techniques are applied. The DF approach in iFanzy classifies users into stereotype groups from 

which statistical data about the viewing behavior is known. The demographical data users have to 

provide at while making a profile for iFanzy are gender, age and level of education.   

iFanzy consists of a client-server system with multiple clients operating at various devices as shown 

in Figure 1-6.  

 
Figure 1-6: Global overview of the client-server architecture of iFanzy 

 

At the moment iFanzy clients are available as Web application (beta version online, see 

www.ifanzy.com
22

), STB application (running pilot) and mobile phone (iPhone) application (under 

development). With the availability of these applications, a user is able to use iFanzy almost 
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everywhere, at any time of day and in different environments. The clients offer different 

functionalities tailored to the platform and device it is developed for. However, in the background, at 

the server side, they are closely related to each other. Every action performed at one platform has a 

direct influence on the other. For example, a rating given to a TV program at the Web application will 

influence the generated recommendations at the STB immediately. User behavior differs at each of 

these platforms. While using a Web browser, a user is more active and willing to give explicit 

feedback than while watching TV at home for instance.  

The iFanzy Web application
23

 is one of the iFanzy clients. It is used for browsing and searching TV 

content. The screenshot in Figure 1-7 shows a part of the graphical user interface (GUI) of the iFanzy 

Web application, the “HOME” page of the Web application.  

At the bottom left, a small personalized EPG with only three TV channels is shown. The details of one 

of the TV programs in this EPG are shown together with a rating bar.  

For a more elaborate overview of the TV guide, the interface also contains a large listing which can 

be found under the tab “TV-GIDS” showing all the TV channels in the system. These channels can be 

ordered by the preference of the user. 

Next to the personalized EPG, on the right, the home page shows a search form to look for specific 

TV content accompanied by a tag cloud showing the most popular terms searched for in the past. 

 

Figure 1-7: Screenshot of the iFanzy Web application 

The marks and colors in the TV guide are based on the recommendations provided by the iFanzy 

system and are represented by marks and colors. The higher the mark, the more the TV program is 

supposed to fit the interests of the user. Also the yellow/orange-like colors are to express to what 

extend TV programs match the interests of the user according to the iFanzy system. The more orange 
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the color is, the more the TV program suits the user’s interests. A user is able to express his interest 

in a TV program by using the rating bar at the right of the title of a program in the program details 

information box (blue). Ratings given to a certain TV program by a user are stored in the user profile. 

This information is used to generate recommendations for (other) TV programs. The better iFanzy 

knows the interests of a user, the better it can serve recommendations to him. Also a good notion of 

the items of interests, i.e. TV programs, can help iFanzy to generate good recommendations.    

1.5. Problem description 

iFanzy uses CBF to generate recommendations, thus there are two important aspects where the 

quality of recommendations heavily depends on: the knowledge iFanzy has about the content of the 

TV programs it recommends and the interests of the user it recommends these programs to. The 

better both are known, the better the recommendations will be. 

To ensure iFanzy has an extensive knowledge about the TV programs it recommends, the iFanzy 

conceptual model has been developed. It models and can contain various characteristics of TV 

programs and information related to TV programs, such as title, genre, actors. Because this model is 

based on Semantic Web technologies, it is easy to compare the characteristics of different programs 

or to find equivalent programs. The program information iFanzy gets from each of its different 

sources is often rather modest.  However, the conceptual model can be used to combine all the 

information from the different sources to make the available information about a program as 

complete as possible. For example one source contains when a program is broadcasted, while 

another contains information about the people who participated in the program.  A detailed 

description of the conceptual model can be found in section 2.1.  Thus the first aspect has been dealt 

with by developing the iFanzy conceptual model, which models and contains all knowledge iFanzy 

has about TV programs. 

The second important aspect is the knowledge about the interests of a user. To generate 

recommendations, iFanzy needs to know what the interests of the user are. The better the 

knowledge of these interests is, the better the recommendations will be and the more likely they will 

suit the expectations of the user. Thus the aim is to let iFanzy learn as quickly as possible as much as 

possible about the interests of a user. Currently, a user can only express his interest in a TV program 

by giving it a rating. Although this is a good start, the way of learning user interests can still be 

improved. We want to make an attempt to improve the knowledge about user interests using the 

following two approaches: 

• Observing user behavior to deduce user interests 

• Importing user interests from 3
rd

 party applications 

iFanzy offers its users many functionalities. The use of some of them could be an indication that a 

user has a certain interest. Thus if we observe the behavior of a user, we are able to deduce some of 

his interests.   
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Some examples of functionalities that could be used are: 

• Watching TV: If a user often watches a TV program or a certain series, we can assume that he 

enjoys watching it and thus has a certain interest in it.  

• Favorites: A favorite is a TV program the user really likes. Therefore it is safe to assume that a 

user is really interested in a TV program, when it is one of his favorites. 

• Reminders/Recordings: The user makes an extra effort not to miss the TV program, thus he 

might have an increased interest in the TV program. 

Deducing interests from user behavior is a form of implicit feedback. iFanzy gains extra knowledge 

about the interest of a user in an unobtrusive way. The user is unaware he is providing feedback to 

iFanzy and it does not take him any extra effort. Every action of a user can possibly learn iFanzy 

something about his interests. One advantage of this approach is that iFanzy can learn much about 

the interests of a user and it does not take any extra effort of the user. He only has to use iFanzy, like 

he normally would. However, this approach has also a downside. We are going to deduce the 

interests of a user, thus there is a certain level of uncertainty. We will never know for sure if the 

interests we deduced really match the interests of the user. This is in contrast to explicit feedback, 

for example when the user gives a rating to a program. In that case the user is aware he is supplying 

feedback to the system, thus we know for sure what his interests are.  

The second approach uses information from 3
rd

 party applications to learn the interests of a user. A 

3
rd

 party application can be any website which contains interesting information about a user. For 

example a social network, like MySpace or Hyves. A social network is a website where users can built 

their own personal profile and stay in contact with their friends. The last couple of years the use of 

social networks increased dramatically and users spend huge amounts of time to create their own 

personal profiles. These profiles often contain a lot of personal information and can tell us much 

about the interests of a user. For example what the favorite movies of the user are or where he has 

been on vacation. It would be nice if iFanzy could use this information to learn the interests of a 

user. This approach could save the user a lot of effort and duplicate work, since he does not have to 

teach iFanzy his interests which are already available on the internet and took him some effort to get 

them there. Off course a profile on a social network is only an example of a source of information 

that could be used. Users nowadays use various kinds of websites, which all could contain valuable 

information. Another example could be the items a user purchased in a Web shop. The DVD’s a user 

bought on Amazon, could be a good indication of the movies he likes to watch.  

To summarize: There are two important aspects which influence the quality of the recommendations 

iFanzy generates, the knowledge iFanzy has about the content of the TV programs and the interests 

of a user. The iFanzy conceptual model has been developed to get extensive knowledge about the TV 

content, thus the first aspect is well covered. Unfortunately this does not hold for the second aspect, 

since there can still be made improvements in the way iFanzy learns the interest of a user. Currently 

a user can only rate TV programs to express his interests, which takes some effort of a user. We are 

going to try to improve this using two approaches. The first approach is to observe the behavior of a 

user and deduce his interests from it. The use of some functionalities of iFanzy could say something 

about the interests of a user. Can these functionalities be used to deduce the interests of a user? The 

second approach is to import user interest form 3
rd

 party applications. Nowadays there is a lot of 

personal information about a user available on the internet, for example on social networks. This 
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information could say something about the interests of a user. Can this information be used to speed 

up the learning process of iFanzy? Overall, our aim is that iFanzy learns as much as possible about the 

interests of a user in a quick and unobtrusive way. The more is known about the interests of the user, 

the better the quality of the recommendations will be. 

1.6. Research questions 

The overall aim of this research is to improve the knowledge iFanzy has about the interests of user 

and the way iFanzy learns these interests. Eventually this should improve the quality of the 

recommendations iFanzy generates, since this quality depends on the knowledge iFanzy has about 

the interests of a user. The better these interests are known, the better the generated 

recommendations will be. As described in section 1.5 we want to use two new approaches to let 

iFanzy learn the interests of a user. The first approach observes the behavior of a user and tries to 

deduce interests of the user from his behavior. The use of some functionalities of iFanzy could say 

something about the interests of a user. The second approach imports user interests from 3
rd

 party 

applications. Nowadays a lot of personal information about a user is available on the internet, which 

could say something about the interests of a user. All the knowledge iFanzy has about the interests of 

a user is stored in the user model. Thus if we want to improve this knowledge or the way it is 

learned, we will have to extend the user model. The first main research question is stated as: 

1. Can the recommendations generated by iFanzy be improved by extending the iFanzy user model 

with user behavior? 

This research question is related to the first approach described above. The behavior of a user is 

observed and his interests deduced from it. The user model has to be extended to store the behavior 

of the user and his deduced interests. However, before we can extend the user model, we first have 

to know what the behavior of a user can be. What actions can a user do and how often are they 

performed? To answer these questions, the following research question has been formulated: 

1.1. What is typical user behavior of a user of iFanzy? 

User behavior includes the actions a user can do at the various iFanzy clients. These actions depend 

on the functionalities iFanzy clients offer to the user. Some of these actions, the ones that are 

interesting to deduce user interests from, result in certain events. User feedback can be modeled as 

a sequence of events. Setting a reminder for a TV program for example, results in a sequence of 

events that is used to deduce an interest in that TV program. 

In order for the extended iFanzy user model to have impact on the generated recommendations, the 

recommendation generation component and the user modeling component of iFanzy should be able 

to cope with the extended user model. The current user model as well as the conceptual model is 

modeled in RDF. Therefore, it is obvious that the extension of the iFanzy user model is also modeled 

in RDF. Furthermore, the generated recommendations of the iFanzy system with the extended user 

model should be compared with generated recommendation of the iFanzy system with the current 

user model. This comparison is to justify if the extension of the iFanzy user model does improve the 

recommendations. To be able to do this, a system is developed and evaluated. The system is an 

adapted version of the current iFanzy system in which user modeling is taken to a next level. The 

adjusted system will be conducted to a user test from which the results will be analyzed and 

evaluated. 
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The second approach uses information about user interests available on 3
rd

 party application to 

improve the knowledge iFanzy has about the interests of a user. To evaluate this approach the 

second main research question has been formulated:  

2. Can the recommendations iFanzy generates be improved by extending the iFanzy user model 

with user interests from 3
rd

 party applications? 

To gain insight if user interests from 3
rd

 party applications can improve the recommendations iFanzy 

generates, a case study is conducted. Hyves, an online Dutch social networking website, is selected 

for this case study because it is the one with the largest number of Dutch users of all online social 

networks available. Importing user interests can be especially useful to cope with the cold start 

problem. However, there are several problems to tackle while importing interests from external 

sources and take them into account while generating recommendations. For example, the import of 

interests and the interpretation of these interests by iFanzy.  

1.7. Document overview 

This document continues in section two with the design of the iFanzy user model. First, the iFanzy 

conceptual model is explained with an example. Next, the functional requirements for iFanzy are 

defined by means of use cases. Then the iFanzy user model with the underlying event model is 

described. Here is shown how observed user behavior and user interests from 3
rd

 party applications 

are integrated into the design of the iFanzy user model. 

In section three, we describe the implementation of our developed iFanzy system. This section starts 

with an explanation of the iFanzy system architecture. Next, the implementation of some parts of the 

iFanzy system is described in more detail. The section ends with a detailed description of the Hyves 

grabber service. This service has been developed to import user interest from the Dutch social 

networking site Hyves
24

. Here is shown how user interests are retrieved and how they are mapped to 

existing concepts in the iFanzy system. 

In section four, we evaluate whether the accuracy of the recommendations iFanzy improves when 

user behavior is taken into account. To collect the necessary data a user test is performed. Section 

four starts with a description of the performed user test. Next is explained how the data collected 

during the user test is analyzed and the results are shown. Then, the results are summarized and 

answers to the research questions are given. The section ends with a discussion of the limitations of 

the performed user test. 

Section five concludes this thesis with an overview of related work. 
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2. Design 

To enable personalization, a good understanding of users is needed. The better the recommender 

system knows the users, the better it can anticipate on users’ behavior and the better it can provide 

recommendations to its users. In recommender systems, also in iFanzy, the user model is strongly 

related to the conceptual model because the items of interest are modeled in the conceptual model 

and the interests of the user in concepts related to these items are modeled in the user model. User 

interests should be expressed on concepts defined in the conceptual model. Besides user interests, 

other information should be expressed in the user model. The user model holds personal 

information, demographical information of the user, user preferences and user characteristics. 

Furthermore, user behavior is stored by means of an event model. Besides this information, also user 

interests imported from 3
rd

 party application should be stored in the iFanzy user model. 

2.1. iFanzy conceptual model 

An important part of iFanzy is the conceptual model, since it is a blueprint of all the knowledge iFanzy 

can contain about TV programs and information related to TV programs. It defines the important 

concepts in the TV domain together with their various properties and the relations between these 

concepts. Some examples of concepts in the model are TV programs and persons. A TV program 

contains properties such as title and plot, while a person can have a first name, a last name, a birth 

date etc. A person can have a relation with a TV program, when he participated in the program.  

The use of semantics is an important instrument in order to combine and integrate the content from 

various sources into iFanzy. In iFanzy the conceptual model is a schema to which all TV program data 

coming from different heterogeneous sources has to adhere. To do this, Semantic Web techniques 

are used. All concepts in iFanzy are defined in the iFanzy conceptual model, which is based on the TV-

Anytime specification enriched with specific ontologies and vocabularies such as IMDb, FOAF, 

GeoNames and OWL-Time to model TV content, person, geographical and time concepts. 

TV-Anytime
25

 

The TV-Anytime Forum is an association of organizations which seeks to develop open specifications 

to enable audio-visual and other services based on mass-market high volume digital storage in 

consumer platforms. One of its tasks is to develop a metadata specification. This specification is 

about information that the consumer, or intelligent agents, will use to search and select content for 

example, in EPGs or Web pages. The content-related metadata can be classified into two categories: 

• Content description metadata: general information about a piece of content that does not 

change regardless of how the content is published or broadcasted. It includes information 

such as the content’s title, textual description, and genre. Typically, the content creator 

assigns content description metadata before publication.  

• Instance description metadata: data that describes a particular instance of a piece of 

content, including information such as the content location, usage rules (pay-per-view, etc.), 

and delivery parameters (e.g., video format). Instance description metadata is assigned by 

the content provider as a part of the publication of content. 
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The iFanzy conceptual model is based on the TV-Anytime specification. It uses the structure, classes 

and properties defined in the TV-Anytime specification to model TV metadata. Where necessary, the 

specification is extended with custom classes and properties, and enriched with specific ontologies 

and vocabularies.  

IMDb
26

  

The Internet Movie Database (IMDb) is an online database of information related to visual 

entertainment media and contains information about: 

• Movies, Series, TV shows, etc. (over 1.4 million titles) and additional information like genres, 

keywords and locations. 

• People (over 3 million) like actors and production crew personal 

Data in the IMDb is available in structured plain text data files. iFanzy uses IMDb as one of its main 

sources of data about TV programs and movies. 

FOAF
27

 

FOAF allows the expression of personal information and relationships, and is a useful building block 

for creating information systems that support online communities [10]. The specification defines 

properties and classes using RDF technology. FOAF terms can be grouped into the following 

categories: 

• FOAF Basics, to describe information about an agent (things that do stuff) or a person like a 

first name and surname. FOAF:Person, FOAF:Project, FOAF:Group and 

FOAF:Organization are  subclasses of FOAF:Agent. 

• Personal Info, to describe personal information like the FOAF:weblog property that relates 

a FOAF:Agent to a weblog of that agent. Another example is the FOAF:knows relation to 

indicate which persons are known by a FOAF:Person. 

• Online Accounts / Instant Messaging, to express information about online accounts of an 

agent.  

• Projects and Groups, to model projects and groups, which represents a collection of 

individual agents. 

• Documents and Images, to model document and images. For example, to relate a person to a 

homepage of a school, the FOAF:schoolHomepage properties links a FOAF:Person to 

a FOAF:Document, where the document represents the homepage of a school. 

In iFanzy, the FOAF vocabulary is used to model persons and their characteristics.  

GeoNames
28

 

GeoNames is a geographical dataset which contains over 6.5 million unique features (like a country 

or city) and is available in RDF. A feature is an instance of the GEO:Location class. It has 

properties to describe the feature (data type properties) and properties to express relations to other 

features (object properties). Examples of data type properties are GEO:name, 

GEO:alternateName and GEO:population. Examples of object properties are 
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GEO:childrenFeatures, GEO:parentFeature and GEO:featureClass. Some of these 

properties, like GEO:parentFeature, are used to express the hierarchical structure of 

geographical locations. The GEO:featureClass is used to categorize the feature in one of nine 

subcategories, which are: 

• Country, state, region, … 

• Stream, lake, … 

• Parks, area, … 

• City, village, … 

• Road, railroad 

• Spot, building, farm, … 

• Mountain, hill, rock, … 

• Undersea 

• Forest, heath, … 

This list gives an overview about which geographical concepts are present in the GeoNames dataset. 

Locations in the dataset of iFanzy are represented by the corresponding instances of  

GEO:Location in the GeoNames dataset.  

OWL-Time
29

 

The OWL-Time specification specifies an ontology of temporal concepts. There are two subclasses of 

TIME:TemporalEntity: 

• Instant, which is a date time description (TIME:dateTimeDescription) 

• Interval, which is a duration description (TIME:duration) 

The OWL-Time ontology is used in iFanzy to describe temporal concepts. 

We will explain the iFanzy conceptual model with an example. In the example, we give a description 

of an episode of the series “Lost”.  The TV metadata in the example will be used to clarify how this 

data is modeled in the iFanzy conceptual model.  

Episode 1 - “Pilot part 1” – (42 minutes) of the first season of the adventurous TV series “Lost” is 

broadcasted at channel “Net 5” on 1 March 2005, from 20:00 till 20:50. The series is about survivors 

of a plane crash that are forced to live with each other on a remote island, a dangerous new world 

that poses unique threats of its own. In this episode forty-eight survivors of an airline flight 

originating from Australia, bound for the U.S., which crash-lands onto an unknown island 1000 miles 

off course, struggle to figure out a way to survive, why trying to find a way to be rescued. One of the 

main characters, Jack Shephard, in this episode is played by the actor Matthew Fox (14 July 1966, 

Abington, Pennsylvania, USA).
30

 
31

 

The example holds a lot of information about different concepts in the TV domain, like series, TV 

programs, broadcasts and actors. We will explain how the data about all these concepts is modeled 

in the iFanzy conceptual model and we start with the part which represents series.  
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The following information about the series “Lost” can be extracted out of the example:   

Series: Lost 

Series plot: The survivors of a plane crash are forced to live with each other on a remote island, a 

dangerous new world that poses unique threats of its own. 

Series genre: Adventure 

 

Figure 2-1 shows the RDFS model of a part of the iFanzy conceptual model and an RDF instance of 

the model in which a part of the example stated above is expressed. The RDFS part can be divided 

into three layers. The top layer, “Inherits from” shows the classes of TV-Anytime from which the 

iFanzy classes in the middle layer, “iFanzy”, inherit semantics. The bottom layer, “External”, indicates 

concepts outside of the iFanzy system which are related to iFanzy concepts in the “iFanzy” layer. This 

split up is also visible in the following figures of the iFanzy models. Note that instances of classes in 

RDF are identified by URI’s, where in the figures they are represented with strings preceded by “#”. 

The TVA:GroupInformationType class (where TVA is the abbreviation of the TV-Anytime 

namespace) describes groups and has properties like TVA:groupType, to indicate the type of the 

group (e.g. series), and TVA:basicDescription, to relate the group to the description of its 

content. The TVA:BaseMemberOfType class holds a reference to a group to model groups of 

groups. The IFZ:ProgramGroup, where IFZ is the abbreviation for the iFanzy namespace, inherits 

from these two classes. Basic information of a group of TV programs, or a group of groups, is 

described by the IFZ:BasicContentDescription class which inherits from the 

TVA:BasicContentDescription class. This class has properties like TVA:title, 

TVA:synopsis and TVA:genre to describe the content of a group. A TV program, modeled by 

IFZ:Program, has a property, TVA:episodeOf, to indicate it is an episode of a group, 

IFZ:ProgramGroup.  

 

Figure 2-1: Part of the iFanzy conceptual model - ProgramGroup 
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Besides information about the series, the example holds also information about the actual TV 

program (the episode): 

Title: Pilot part 1 

Season: 1 

Episode: 1 

Plot: Forty-eight survivors of an airline flight originating from Australia, bound for the U.S., which 

crash-lands onto an unknown island 1000 miles off course, struggle to figure out a way to survive, 

why trying to find a way to be rescued. 

Genre: Adventure 

Duration: 42 minutes 

 

Figure 2-2 shows the part of the iFanzy conceptual model to express this type of information and an 

instance of the part of the model to describe the information stated above. The basic description of a 

TV program is modeled by the IFZ:BasicContentDescription. Besides the properties to 

express the title, synopsis and genre of a concept, also the season, TVA:episodeSeason and the 

episode number, TVA:episodeNumber, of a TV program can be expressed. Furthermore the 

duration of a TV program is modeled by the TIME:durationDescription class, where TIME is 

the abbreviation of the OWL Time namespace.  

 

Figure 2-2: Part of the iFanzy conceptual model - BasicContentDescription 
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Imagine that the program was scheduled in an EPG. Then the following information is derived out of 

the example: 

Broadcast is at TV channel: Net 5 

Broadcast starts: 4 March 2009, 20:00 

Broadcast ends: 4 March 2009, 20:50 

 

Figure 2-3 shows the part of the iFanzy conceptual model to express this type of information. The 

program concept is related to the IFZ:ScheduledEPGEntry via the property 

IFZ:hasEPGEntry. The start time, TVA:publishedStartTime and end time, 

TVA:publishedEndTime of an EPG entry is expressed by a TIME:dateTimeDescription 

concept. Furthermore, an IFZ:ScheduledEPGEntry has a property, IFZ:service-

Information, to model at which channel the TV program is broadcasted. The TV channel is an 

instance of the class TVA:serviceInformationType and this class has properties to describe a 

channel like TVA:name and TVA:language.  

 

Figure 2-3: Part of the iFanzy conceptual model - ScheduledEPGEntry 
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Furthermore the example holds information about a person (actor): 

Person name: Matthew Fox 

Role: Actor 

Character: Jack Shephard 

Date of birth: 14 July 1966 

Place of birth: Abington, Pennsylvania, USA 

 

Figure 2-2 shows the part of the iFanzy conceptual model to express this type of information. The 

IFZ:BasicContentDescription class also has an additional property, IFZ:creditsItem, 

to relate it to people that have something to do with the TV program. This relation is further 

modeled by the IFZ:CreditItem class. For example,  to indicate the role and character name in 

the TV program played by the person. Persons are modeled by the IFZ:Person class, which 

inherits semantics from the FOAF:Person class (where FOAF is the abbreviation of the Friend Of 

A Friend namespace). IFZ:Person has properties it inherits from the FOAF:Person class, like 

first name (FOAF:firstName) and surname (FOAF:surname). Furthermore, it can be related to 

the IFZ:CreditItem class via the IFZ:person property. 

 

Figure 2-4: Part of the iFanzy conceptual model - Person 
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Figure 2-5 shows a simplified overview of the iFanzy conceptual model. In this figure, the parts of the 

iFanzy conceptual model described above, are present in this overview. Besides the properties 

described above, also additional properties are visible. For example, the SKOS properties on the 

TVA:Genre concepts, where SKOS is the abbreviation of the Simple Knowledge Organization 

System. These properties model the hierarchy of, and relations between, the genres present in 

iFanzy. For example, the genre “Adventure” is a subgenre of the “Action” genre and is modeled by 

the property SKOS:broader. 

 

 

Figure 2-5: Simplified overview of the iFanzy conceptual model 
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2.2. Use cases 

Use cases are a means for specifying the functionalities a system offers to its users. Typically, they 

are used to capture the requirements of a system. The users and any other systems that may interact 

with the subject are represented as actors. [11] There are two types of actors which interact with the 

iFanzy system: unauthenticated and authenticated iFanzy users. Authenticated users are successfully 

logged in to iFanzy and have their own personal user profile. The functionalities for the authenticated 

and unauthenticated user can differ. For example, unauthenticated users cannot make use of the 

personalization of iFanzy, while authenticated users cannot log in anymore (they are already logged 

in). To come up with requirements for iFanzy applications, several meetings with experts in the TV 

domain were held. These experts consisted of employees of Stoneroos Interactive Television. 

The requirements of the iFanzy system are expressed by use case diagrams in Unified Modeling 

Language
32

 (UML). Each set of diagrams is followed by a global description and a more detailed 

description of the diagrams according to the following template [12]:  

Use case Use case identifier  

Goal Goal to be achieved 

Actors List of actors involved by the use case 

Assumptions Conditions that must be true for the use case to terminate successfully 

Description Description about interactions between actors and iFanzy that are necessary to 

achieve goal 

Issues List of issues that remain to be solved 

 

Registering and Logging 

 

 

Figure 2-6: Use cases: Registering and Logging 

A user should register to iFanzy to enable personalization. Once the user is registered, the user can 

log in with the registered authentication token. After the user logged in, his actions are monitored 

and used to generated personalized recommendations for TV programs. Furthermore, an 

authenticated user can manage his profile. As soon as the user logs off, the personalization element 

is disabled and he cannot manage his profile until he logs in again. 

                                                           
32

 http://www.uml.org/ 
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Register 

Use case Register  

Goal The user is registered to iFanzy. 

Actors Unauthenticated user 

Assumptions None 

Description The user fills in the required information at the registration form. This information 

contains a username, a password and some demographic information like gender, 

age and level of education. After the user submits the registration form, iFanzy 

validates the information entered by the user. For example, there cannot be 

duplicate usernames and a password should be at least six characters long. If the 

validation succeeds, the user is registered. Otherwise, the user has to adapt the 

entered information. 

Issues None 

 

Log in 

Use case LogIn 

Goal The user is authenticated and logged in to iFanzy. 

Actors Unauthenticated user 

Assumptions None 

Description In order to login, the user fills in his username/password combination he 

registered with. iFanzy verifies the entered username/password combination. If it 

is correct, the user is authenticated and will be logged in. Thus, if the login is 

successful, the user turns from an unauthenticated user into an authenticated 

user. 

Issues None 

 

Log off 

Use case LogOff 

Goal The user is not authenticated anymore. 

Actors Authenticated user 

Assumptions None 

Description The user logs off. The user turns from an authenticated user into an 

unauthenticated user. Since the user is not authenticated anymore, he cannot 

manage his profile anymore or make use of the personalization iFanzy offers. 

Issues None 
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Watching 

 

 

Figure 2-7: Use cases: Watching 

 

The main reason for people to use iFanzy is they tend to watch TV content. This content can either be 

broadcasted TV programs, VOD or content provided by Web channels. Possibly, not all content is 

available for every iFanzy application. For example, broadcasted TV content is not available for the 

Web application.  

Use case Watch 

Goal The user watches a video fragment. 

Actors Unauthenticated user 

Authenticated user 

Assumptions The video fragment is available. 

Description At various sections of the iFanzy application, users are able to watch video 

fragments. For example, at the homepage of the iFanzy Web application, trailers 

of movie tips can be watched. 

Issues Not all TV content is available for every client application. 

 

Viewing 

 

 

Figure 2-8: Use cases: Viewing 
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iFanzy can provide an overview of the TV programs in the system. To limit the number of TV 

programs in this overview, which make it easier for users to process and deal with the TV content in 

the overview, additional filters can be used. For example, there is a filter that enables the user to see 

which TV programs are broadcasted in a particular timeframe. Furthermore these overviews can be 

sorted according to features that characterize the items, the channel at which TV programs are 

broadcasted for instance. 

Use case ViewPrograms 

Goal The user views an overview of TV programs 

Actors Unauthenticated user 

Authenticated user 

Assumptions None 

Description The user is able to view an overview of TV programs. This can be a programming 

schedule or a list of TV programs returned as search result. 

Issues None 

 

Use case ViewProgramDetails extends ViewPrograms 

Goal The user views detailed information of the TV program 

Actors Unauthenticated user 

Authenticated user 

Assumptions None 

Description The user is able to view detailed information of a TV program in an overview of TV 

programs. This detailed information contains part of the metadata available for 

this TV program.    

Issues Not all TV programs have the same amount of metadata. Some TV programs are 

well described by the metadata, others are not.  

 

Use case Sort extends ViewPrograms 

Goal The overview of TV programs is sorted according to a selected value 

Actors Unauthenticated user 

Authenticated user 

Assumptions None 

Description The user can sort an overview of TV programs by one of its features. For example, 

a list of TV programs can be sorted by start time or TV channel.      

Issues There is a possibility that the feature sorted on does not contain a value for 

particular a TV program. 

 

Use case Filter extends ViewPrograms 

Goal The overview of TV programs is filtered according to a selected value 

Actors Unauthenticated user 

Authenticated user 

Assumptions None 

Description The user can filter an overview of TV programs by one of its features. A list of 

programs can be filtered by genre to get a subset of the overview with only TV 

programs related to the selected genre.      

Issues There is a possibility that the feature filtered on does not contain a value for 

particular a TV program. 
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Searching 

 

 

Figure 2-9: Use cases: Searching 

 

 

Another important functionality of iFanzy is the support for intelligent search through TV content. 

There are two types of search, i.e. a simple search, which is a search by keyword, and an advanced 

search, which is a search by keyword and additional filters. These filters are related to the features 

that characterize the items.  For example, the user can select a particular genre in the genre filter to 

search for TV content which is related to that genre. The “View Programs” use case is used to present 

the search results to the user. 

Use case SimpleSearch 

Goal The user performs a search by keyword through TV content. 

Actors Unauthenticated user 

Authenticated user 

Assumptions None 

Description The user can search through TV content for a keyword. The results returned to the 

user are related to the provided keyword.   

Issues None 

 

Use case AdvancedSearch 

Goal The user performs a search by keyword and by using filters through TV content. 

Actors Unauthenticated user 

Authenticated user 

Assumptions None 

Description The user can search through TV content for a keyword and make use of filters. The 

results returned to the user are related to the provided keyword and took the 

chosen filters into account. For example, a user can specify a genre as a filter. All 

TV programs in the search results should then be related to this genre. 

Issues None 
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Managing MySelection 

 

 

Figure 2-10: Use cases: Managing MySelection 

MySelection is a set of TV programs a user tends to watch. A user is able to add TV programs to his 

MySelection and remove TV programs from his MySelection. Using his MySelection, a user can create 

his personal TV watching schedule. For example, a user can select which TV programs he wants to 

watch tonight and in the evening he can get a neat overview of all previously selected programs.  

Use case ManageMySelection 

Goal An overview of the set of TV programs in MySelection is given 

Actors Authenticated user 

Assumptions None 

Description The user is able to view the TV programs in his MySelection. 

Issues None 

 

Use case Add extends ManageMySelection 

Goal The TV program is added to the MySelection of the user. 

Actors Authenticated user 

Assumptions The TV program, which the user would like to add to his MySelection, is not yet 

part of his MySelection. 

Description The user is able to add a TV program to his MySelection. 

Issues When a broadcasted TV program has ended, it has no function to be in (or to be 

added) to MySelection anymore. 

 

Use case Remove extends ManageMySelection 

Goal The TV program is removed from the MySelection of the user. 

Actors Authenticated user 

Assumptions The TV program, which the user would like to remove from his MySelection, is part 

of his MySelection. 

Description The user is able to remove a TV program from his MySelection.        

Issues When a broadcasted TV program has ended, it has no function to be in (or to be 

added) the MySelection anymore. 
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Managing Recordings 

 

 

Figure 2-11: Use case: Managing Recordings 

A user can set a recording for a TV program, if the broadcast of this TV program has not yet ended. 

After the TV program has been recorded, the user can watch this recording anytime he likes.  

Use case ManageRecordings 

Goal An overview is given of the recordings set by the user. 

Actors Authenticated user 

Assumptions None 

Description The user is able to view the recordings he has set for TV programs. 

Issues None 

 

Use case Set extends ManageRecordings 

Goal A recording is set for the TV program. 

Actors Authenticated user 

Assumptions The broadcast of TV program the user would like to record has not yet ended. 

Furthermore, a recording for this TV program has not yet been set by the user. 

Description The user is able to set a recording for a broadcasted TV program 

Issues This functionality is fictive for the Web application because broadcasted TV 

programs cannot be actually recorded at the moment.  

 

Use case Remove extends ManageRecordings 

Goal The recording set for the TV program is removed 

Actors Authenticated user 

Assumptions A recording has been set for the TV program by the user 

Description The user is able to remove a previously set recording. The TV program will not be 

recorded anymore.        

Issues None 
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Managing Reminders 

 

 

Figure 2-12: Use cases: Managing Reminders 

A user can set a reminder for a TV program, if the broadcast of this TV program has not yet started. 

The user can set a time interval for the reminder, which is the amount of time he would receive an e-

mail before the TV program starts. If the TV program the user set a reminder for is an episode of a 

series, he can choose to set the reminder for all episodes of this series and does not have to do this 

for each episode separately.  

Use case ManageReminders 

Goal An overview is given of the reminders set by the user. 

Actors Authenticated user 

Assumptions None 

Description The user is able to view the reminders he has set for TV programs. 

Issues None 

 

Use case Set extends ManageReminder 

Goal A reminder is set for the TV program. 

Actors Authenticated user 

Assumptions The broadcast of TV program, for which the user would like to receive a reminder, 

has not yet started. Furthermore, a reminder for this TV program has not yet been 

set by the user. 

Description The user is able to set a reminder for a broadcasted TV program. 

Issues None  

 

Use case Remove extends ManageReminders 

Goal The reminder set for the TV program is removed. 

Actors Authenticated user 

Assumptions A reminder has been set for the TV program by the user. 

Description The user is able to remove a previously set reminder. The user will not receive a 

reminder anymore for this TV program. 

Issues None 
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Managing Favorites 

 

 

Figure 2-13: Use cases: Managing Favorites 

A user is able to indicate his favorite TV programs .This is done by adding a TV program to his 

favorites. The favorite TV programs of the user are highlighted in the TV guide (EPG). If a user adds a 

TV program to his favorites and it is broadcasted on two different channels at different times, then 

both TV programs will be highlighted in the TV guide.  For a favorite TV program it does not matter at 

which channel or when it broadcasted, it will always be highlighted.  

Use case ManageFavorites 

Goal An overview is given of the favorite TV programs of the user. 

Actors Authenticated user 

Assumptions None 

Description The user is able to view his favorite TV programs. 

Issues None 

 

Use case Add extends ManageFavorites 

Goal A TV program is added to the favorites of the user. 

Actors Authenticated user 

Assumptions The TV program is not yet a favorite of the user. 

Description The user is able to add a TV program to his favorites. 

Issues None 

 

Use case Remove extends ManageFavorites 

Goal The TV program is removed from the favorites of the user. 

Actors Authenticated user 

Assumptions The TV program is a favorite of the user. 

Description The user is able to remove a TV program from his favorites. The TV Program will 

no longer be highlighted as a favorite in the TV guide.        

Issues None 
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Managing Ratings 

 

 

Figure 2-14: Use cases: Managing Ratings 

A user can give ratings to TV programs. The rating indicates the level of interest of the user in that 

particular TV program. Once a rating for a TV program is given, it cannot be removed. This rating can 

only be changed by giving another rating for that TV program.    

Use case ManageRatings 

Goal An overview is given of the ratings the user has given to TV programs. 

Actors Authenticated user 

Assumptions None 

Description The user is able to view the ratings he has given to TV programs 

Issues None 

 

Use case Rate extends ManageRatings 

Goal A rating is given to a TV program. 

Actors Authenticated user 

Assumptions None 

Description The user can give a rating to a TV program. If he previously rated a TV program, 

the new rating will replace the old one. 

Issues None 

 

Managing Watched 

 

 

Figure 2-15: Use cases: Managing Watched 

Monitoring watching behavior could be useful for gathering knowledge about the interest of a user. 

However, users are not able to actually watch broadcasted TV programs at the Web application. 

Therefore, a user can manually indicate which TV programs he watched. When a user indicates he 

watched a TV program, this TV program is added to his watched TV programs. A user can also 

remove TV programs from his watched TV programs, if he added the TV program by accident. 

Furthermore, a TV program can only be added to the watched TV programs when the broadcast of 

that TV program has started. (Otherwise the user could not have watched it.) 
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Use case ManageWatched 

Goal An overview is given of the TV programs the user has indicated as watched. 

Actors Authenticated user 

Assumptions None 

Description The user is able to view which TV programs he has indicated as watched. 

Issues None 

 

Use case Add extends ManageWatched 

Goal The TV program is added to set of TV programs the user has indicated as watched. 

Actors Authenticated user 

Assumptions The broadcast of TV program, which the user would like to add to his watched TV 

programs, has already started. Furthermore, this TV program is not yet part of the 

set of TV programs that the user indicated as watched. 

Description The user is able to indicate that he watched a TV program. The TV program will be 

added to his watched TV programs. 

Issues None 

 

Use case Remove extends ManageWatched 

Goal The TV program is removed from set of TV programs the user has indicated as 

watched. 

Actors Authenticated user 

Assumptions The TV program is part of the set of TV programs that the user indicated as 

watched. 

Description The user is able to remove a TV program from the set of TV programs he indicated 

as watched. This can be useful when he by mistake indicated he watched a TV 

program.        

Issues None 

 

Managing Channellisting 

 

 

Figure 2-16: Use cases: Managing Channellisting 

In the EPG, the TV programs are ordered by the TV channel at which they are broadcasted. This order 

of the TV channels is not fixed and can be changed by the user. For example, this functionality can be 

used to present the favorite channels of the user at the top of the EPG or to give the TV channels the 

same order as they have on the TV of the user. 
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Use case ManageChannelListing 

Goal The TV channel order of the user is shown. 

Actors Authenticated user 

Assumptions None 

Description The user is able to view the order at which the TV channels are presented in the 

EPG. 

Issues None 

 

Use case Edit extends ManageChannelListing 

Goal The TV channel order of the user is changed. 

Actors Authenticated user 

Assumptions None 

Description The user is able to edit the order in which the TV channels are ordered in the EPG. 

Issues None 

 

Managing Personal Information 

 

 

Figure 2-17: Use cases: Managing Personal Information 

When the user registers at iFanzy, he is asked to provide some personal information. Part of this 

information is used to generate (cold start) recommendations, while another part is used to 

communicate with the user. For example, a welcome message is sent to the provided e-mail address. 

A user is allowed to edit his personal information. For example, he can change his e-mail address. 

Use case ManagePersonalInformation 

Goal An overview is given of the personal information provided by the user. 

Actors Authenticated user 

Assumptions None 

Description The user is able to view the personal information he provided during registration 

or edited afterwards. 

Issues None 

 

Use case Edit extends ManagePersonal Information 

Goal The personal information of the user is edited. 

Actors Authenticated user 

Assumptions None 

Description The user is able to edit his personal information. 

Issues None 
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2.3. iFanzy user model 

The iFanzy user model contains different types of user information, namely personal information, 

demographic information and user preferences. These types of user information are described in this 

section. The iFanzy user model is closely related to the iFanzy conceptual model and therefore the 

same vocabularies and ontologies are used to model the iFanzy user model. 

Personal information 

Personal information includes information such as name, e-mail address, and image/photo of a 

person. This information is used to identify and communicate with the user. Furthermore, the use of 

this information can give the person the feeling that he is interacting with a personalized application. 

For example, the application can send an e-mail that starts with the name of the user to give that 

user the feeling that the application gives the user some personal attention.  

Personal information includes: 

• First name 

• Surname 

• E-mail address 

• Image/photo 

• Username 

• Password 

• Date of birth 

• Place of birth 

 

Figure 2-18 shows part of the iFanzy user model that includes the modeling of the personal 

information of a user. This figure has the same structure as the figures that describe the iFanzy 

conceptual model in section 2.1.  

 

Figure 2-18: An overview of a part of the iFanzy user model 
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A user in iFanzy is modeled by the IFZ:Person class, which inherits from the FOAF:Person 

class. Some of the personal information of a user can be modeled by using the FOAF vocabulary 

specification. For example the FOAF:firstName property can be used to express the first name of 

a user. However, some properties cannot be expressed by using the FOAF vocabulary specification, 

like username or password.  The properties IFZ:username, IFZ:password and 

IFZ:dateOfBirth are mandatory for users to provide during registration and needed for proper 

functioning of iFanzy. Therefore, they are modeled as custom iFanzy properties and not modeled as 

instances of the IFZ:Characteristic class. This class is used to store all other kinds of personal 

information that is not yet modeled in the iFanzy user model. The IFZ:Property class, from 

which the IFZ:Characteristic class inherits semantics, has the properties 

IFZ:propertyDataType, IFZ:propertyName, IFZ:propertyValue to express the data 

type, name and value of the property. For example, to express the maiden name of a user, an 

instance of the IFZ:Characteristic class is created. This instance has a property 

IFZ:propertyDataType with value “string”, a property IFZ:propertyName with value 

“maiden name” and a property IFZ:propertyValue with a value that represents the actual 

maiden name. This characteristic is related to the associated user via the 

IFZ:hasCharacteristic relation, which relates an instance of the IFZ:Person class with an 

instance of the IFZ:Characteristic class. 

Demographic information  

Demographic information is information about personal characteristics of a user, such as age and 

gender. These characteristics can be used to classify users into groups, which share common 

interests. This classification can be used in the recommender system to apply demographic filtering. 

Also for usability, demographic information can be used. The age characteristic for instance can be 

used to determine the font size in an application. Usually older people prefer larger font sizes. 

Another example that is related to the age and gender characteristic is the use of colors and themes 

within the application. Young children are very sensitive for colors and themes that correspond to 

their gender.  Demographic information includes: 

• Gender 

• Age 

• Level of education 

• Marital status 

• Ethnicity 

• Health 

• Economic activity 

• Income 

Again, some of these properties can be expressed by the FOAF specification. For example, the gender 

of a user can be expressed by the FOAF:gender property.   Besides gender, the level of education 

is also explicitly modeled in the iFanzy user model by the property IFZ:levelOfEducation. 

These two demographic properties are mandatory for every user to provide during registration 

because they are used for the cold start recommendations (see Figure 2-18).  
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Preferences 

Preferences are the user’s preferred settings for the client application(s). You can think of a user his 

preferred: 

• language  

• theme 

• starting page 

As shown in Figure 2-18, user preferences are modeled by the IFZ:Preference class, which 

inherits from the IFZ:Property class. An IFZ:Preference is related to the associated 

IFZ:Person via the IFZ:hasPreference relation. 

2.4. Event model 

In order to let user behavior influence the recommendations iFanzy generates, it has to be expressed 

in the iFanzy user model. The use cases in section 2.2 give an insight in what kind of user behavior is 

expected. The actions described in section 2.2 result in events, regardless of the platform they were 

performed on. Each event has a type, which is one of the types listed below:   

 

• AddToFavorites, the user adds a TV program to his Favorites 

• RemoveFromFavorites, , the user removes a TV program to his Favorites 

• AddToSelection, the user adds a TV program to his MySelection 

• RemoveFromSelection,  the user removes a TV program to his MySelection 

• AddToReminders, the user sets a reminder for a TV Program 

• RemoveFromReminders, the user removes a previously set reminder 

• AddToRecordings, the user sets a recording for a TV Program 

• RemoveFromRecodings, the user removes a previously set recording 

• SearchContent, the user performs a search 

• RateContent, the user gives a rating to a TV program 

• GetContentDetails, the user retrieves the details of a TV program 

• AddToWatched, the user indicates he watched a TV program 

• RemoveFromWatched, the user corrects a watched TV program indication 

• SetRanking, the user changes the order in which the TV channels are presented in the EPG 

• ImportedInterest, a user interest from a 3
rd

 party application is imported 

Furthermore, each event can be related to one of the various concepts in iFanzy, like a TV program or 

a TV channel. For example, when a user adds a TV program to his favorites, an AddToFavorites event 

will occur. This event will be related to the instance of the IFZ:Program which represents the TV 

program the user adds to his favorites in iFanzy. 

User actions, performed on one of the iFanzy clients by a user, result in a sequence of events that is 

used to gain knowledge about the interests of that particular user. This knowledge can be gathered 

on the short-term and on the long-term. For example, a rating on a TV program will directly influence 

the recommendations (short-term), while watching a TV program every week will probably indicate 

that the user is interested in that TV program (long-term). The long-term process of retrieving 

knowledge about users consists of a data mining approach. This approach is about searching patterns 

in the sequences of events that express user interests. 
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Besides the occurred event, also the context in which this event occurred can hold valuable 

information about the interests of a user. In [13] context is defined as: 

“Context is any information that can be used to characterise the situation of an entity. An entity is a 

person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an 

application, including the user and applications themselves.” 

iFanzy applications run on different platforms where the user can interact with the system in very 

different contexts. Furthermore, iFanzy operates in a time-sensitive domain and is thus relatively 

sensitive to context. For example, a user often watches horror movies at night. However, iFanzy also 

recommends horror movies in the morning. There is a big chance that the user interprets this as a 

strange recommendation. Although the user likes movies of the genre horror, it was recommended 

in the wrong context. Looking carefully at the behavior of the user in these different contexts will 

help in improving the knowledge of this user. The knowledge in which context a certain interest 

applies is valuable for generating more appropriate recommendations. Therefore, all events that 

occur because of user actions go together with the context in which the event occurred. After all, the 

better iFanzy understands the user, the better it will be able to adapt to him. 

Context can hold various kinds of information. However, not all contextual aspects are relevant in the 

TV domain. Furthermore, although some contextual aspects do influence watching behavior of a 

user, like the mood of the user, they are not always feasible to sensor. The following contextual 

aspects are particularly important for describing a user’s situation while interacting with interactive 

television applications and are feasible to retrieve with the available technologies and resources: 

• Time: When does the event occur? 

As mentioned above, recommendations are time-dependent. Not only the time of day is important, 

as shown in the example above, also the day of the week can influence the watching behavior of a 

user. For example, in weekends, people are more eager to watch entertainment instead of 

informative TV programs.   

• Location: Where does the event occur? 

o On which platform? 

o At which geographical location? 

The clients of iFanzy offer different functionalities tailored to the platform they are developed for. 

This is because user behavior differs for each platform and each platform has its strengths and 

weaknesses. Therefore, also the generated recommendations could be tailored to the platform they 

are generated for. For example, HD video content is more likely to be recommended at the STB, 

which can be connected to a HD TV, than at a mobile phone, which usually cannot play HD video 

content.   In addition, the geographical location of the user can influence the recommendations. For 

example, TV channels with regional information of the region where the user is located are probably 

more interesting to him than other regional TV channels. 

• Presence of other people: Who are present when the event occurs? 

The presence of other people influences the generated recommendations. For example, parents do 

not watch the same kind of TV programs when they are watching TV together with their young 
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children as when they are watching TV alone. Parents want to protect their young children for 

watching TV programs that contain violence, sex, rude speech etc.       

Thus, every event is of a certain event type and occurs in a context. Besides this, an event can have 

additional properties. For example, the value of a rating is a property of a RateContent event. The 

corresponding event model is shown in Figure 2-19. The IFZ:Event class has the properties 

IFZ:eventType, IFZ:hasProperty, IFZ:forResouce and IFZ:inContext. 

IFZ:eventType is used to indicate the type of the event. IFZ:hasProperty models the 

additional properties an event can have. An event can act on a resource (RDFS:Resource), which 

can be either a TV program, a group of TV programs, a person, a genre, a geographical location or a 

TV channel.  These concepts are modeled by respectively the IFZ:Program, 

IFZ:ProgramGroup, IFZ:Person, TVA:GenreType, GEO:Location  and 

TVA:ServiceInformationType classes.   An event is related to the resource it acts on via the 

IFZ:forResource property.  IFZ:inContext relates the event to the context 

(IFZ:Context) in which the event happened. The IFZ:Context class has four properties that 

models the context as described above. The IFZ:hasTime property models to the time the event 

occurred by referring to the TIME ontology. The IFZ:hasParticipant property models the 

persons that were present when the event occurred. The property IFZ:onPhysicalLocation 

models the location of the user and refers to the GeoNames ontology. The IFZ:onPlatform 

property models the platform from which the event was invoked.  

 

 

Figure 2-19: Overview of the event model 
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2.5. Extended iFanzy user model with user behavior 

Information aggregated from an event or a sequence of events is stored in an iFanzy user profile. 

These aggregations are called assertions. All events stored in the event model can be seen as a 

history of the actions a user ever did (the user behavior). The aggregated assertions in the user 

profile represent the current preferences of the user, like the current recordings set by the user, and 

can be seen as a filter over the events.  

Table 2-1 gives an overview of which type of assertions are aggregated from which type(s) of events. 

Table 2-1: Assertions aggregated from event types 

Assertion type Event type 

Reminder AddToReminders 

RemoveFromReminders 

Recording AddToRecordings 

RemoveFromRecordings 

Favorite AddToFavorites 

RemoveFromFavorites 

Watched AddToWatched 

RemoveFromWatched 

Selection AddToSelection 

RemoveFromSelection 

Rating RateContent 

Ranking SetRanking 

Liking AddToReminders 

RemoveFromReminders 

AddToRecordings 

RemoveFromRecordings 

AddToFavorites 

RemoveFromFavorites 

AddToWatched 

RemoveFromWatched 

AddToSelection 

RemoveFromSelection 

RateContent 

SetRanking 

ImportedInterest 

 

For example, if a user sets a recording for a TV program, an AddToRecordings event occurs and an 

assertion of type Recording is aggregated and instantiated to make this recording part of the user 

profile. If, on a later moment in time, the user removes the recording previously set, a 

RemoveFromRecordings event occurs and the associated assertion is removed. Thus, at the end 

there are two events stored in the event model:  the AddToRecordings and RemoveFromRecordings 

events. However, the previously set and removed recording is no longer part of the user profile, 

because the user profile does not contain the associated Recording assertion anymore. 
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Figure 2-20 shows how the assertions are integrated in the iFanzy user model. A person 

(IFZ:Person) that is responsible for the occurrence of an event (IFZ:Event) can be related to 

an assertion (IFZ:Assertion) with the IFZ:asserted property.  The event from which the 

assertion is aggregated, is related to this assertion via the IFZ:toAssertion property.  Just as an 

event, an assertion acts on a resource (RDFS:Resource), which can be either a TV program 

(IFZ:Program), a group of TV programs (IFZ:ProgramGroup), a person (IFZ:Person), a 

genre (TVA:GenreType), a TV channel (TVA:ServiceInformationType) or a geographical 

location (GEO:Location). To simplify the figure, only the resources that can relate to a Liking 

assertion (IFZ:Liking) are shown (In Appendix B all relations between assertions and resources 

are given). 

 

 

Figure 2-20: Simplified overview of Assertion 

An IFZ:Liking is a special case of an assertion in a sense that it represents system made 

assumptions about the interests of a user and thus a user cannot set a liking by himself. To aggregate 

the assertion form the events or the sequence of events, we have two different approaches. In the 

first approach, the occurrence of an event leads directly to a creation of an assertion. For example, if 

a rating event on a certain TV program occurs, a Rating assertion (IFZ:Rating) for that TV 

program is created immediately. In the second approach, an assertion is created after a certain 

pattern in the events is recognized. The pattern is an indication of a user interest and it might be 

worth drawing conclusion from. For example, in the history of AddToWatched events, there is a 

pattern that shows that the user watches the same TV program every week. A Liking assertion 

(IFZ:Liking) is created for this TV program to indicate that the user has an interest in this TV 

program. 
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Imagine that user John gives a rating with a value 6 to the TV program “Gladiator”. Figure 2-21 shows 

how this rating is stored in the event model and the user model. In this figure, parts of the extended 

iFanzy user model and event model are visualized. When John does the rating, a RateContent event 

occurs. This event is materialized in the event model by IFZ:event1, which is an instantiation of 

the IFZ:Event class and has RateContent as event type. This rating event has rating value of 6, 

represented via the IFZ:property1 which is an instance of the IFZ:Property class. The event 

is also related to a resource IFZ:galdiator2000 which is an instance of the IFZ:Program 

class and represents the TV program John has rated. Furthermore, the event is related to an 

instance of the IFZ:Context class, namely IFZ:context1. This instance of the context 

describes that Jonh has done the rating, since it has the participant IFZ:John. IFZ:John is an 

instance of the IFZ:Person class and represents the user John in the iFanzy system. Furthermore, 

IFZ:context1 describes that John has done the rating on 10 December 2009 at 21:00 when he 

was in Eindhoven, since it has a time of TIME:2008-12-10 21:00:00 and a physical location 

GEO:275623 (The GeoNames concept for “Eindhoven”). The rating is persisted in the user profile of 

John by a rating assertion, IFZ:rating1. This assertion is aggregated from the event 

IFZ:event1 and is also related to the TV program “Gladiator” (IFZ:gladiator2000) via the 

IFZ:onProgram property. 

 

Figure 2-21: Example of a Rating assertion materialized in the user and event model 
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Figure 2-22 shows an example of how a liking assertion is materialized in the user model. Like in the 

previous example, user John has performed an event in a certain context. However, in this example 

John sets a recording for the TV program “Scarface”. Thus, in this case the type of the event is 

AddToRecordings instead of RateContent. Two assertions are aggregated from the AddToRecordings 

event (IFZ:event2). IFZ:recording1 is an instance of the IFZ:Recording class and 

indicates that John has set a recording for the TV program “Scarface”. IFZ:liking1 is an instance 

of the IFZ:Liking class and its value represents the level of interest John should have in the TV 

program Scarface. iFanzy deduces this value from one or multiple events John has done for the TV 

program “Scarface”, including the AddToRecordings event IFZ:event2.  

 

 

Figure 2-22: Example of a Liking assertion materialized in the user and event model 

 

Appendix B contains our complete design of the iFanzy user model and event model. The RDF Text of 

these models is given in Appendix C. 

2.6. Extended iFanzy user model with 3
rd

 party user interests 

The cold start problem is one of the problems iFanzy suffers from. Whenever a new user enters the 

system, little or none is known about his interests. Due to the lack information, the system cannot 

generate any recommendations. The system first has to learn the interest of the user and create a 
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well-filled user profile, which will take some effort of the user. To tackle the cold start problem iFanzy 

uses demographic filtering. By using this approach, recommendations can be generated when there 

is a lack of information. However, the downside is that these recommendations are often not very 

accurate. The knowledge of the user can be improved by importing user interests from 3
rd

 party 

applications. This will take little effort of the user and possibly many interests can be learned quickly. 

To import user interests from 3
rd

 party applications, these user interests are retrieved from the 3
rd

 

party application using an API or a custom made grabber (if an API is not available or insufficient). 

The retrieved interests should be mapped to the corresponding concepts in iFanzy. For example, if a 

user defines an interest in actor “Al Pacino”, this interest has to be mapped to the instance of the 

IFZ:Person class which represents the actor “Al Pacino”. This newly imported and mapped 

interest can only have influence on the recommendations, when it is also materialized in the user 

profile. Therefore an “ImportedInterest” event is created which is associated with the mapped iFanzy 

concept. This event will have influence on the likings of a user for the mapped iFanzy concept. 

However, there could be retrieved interests that cannot be mapped to concepts in the iFanzy system 

because their corresponding concepts are not present in the iFanzy system at the moment. The set of 

concepts in iFanzy is not static and thus there is a possibility that retrieved interests could be mapped 

to concepts later in time. Therefore, the retrieved interests that could not be mapped are stored. 

To extend the user model with 3
rd

 party interests, it is needed to know what kinds of interests are 

useful and feasible for iFanzy to import from these applications. These retrieved interests are useful 

if they help the system to know its users better.  

There are several concepts which are important in iFanzy and which are likely for people to show 

their interest in and express these interests in other applications. These important concepts, which 

are also modeled in the iFanzy conceptual model, are: 

• TV programs 

• TV program groups 

• TV channels 

• Genres 

• Persons 

• Locations 

The first three concepts (TV programs, TV program groups (e.g. series) and TV channels are explicitly 

related to the TV domain while the other concepts (genres, persons and locations) are concepts 

which also likely to occur in other domains.  

TV programs, TV program groups and channels 

Retrieved TV programs and TV program groups are mapped to concepts available in the IMDb 

dataset. This dataset contains over 1.4 million titles of movies, series, episodes, shows, etc.  TV 

channels are mapped to TV channels specified in the internal iFanzy dataset, which holds all channels 

available in the system.   

Genres 

Interests in TV genres are not the only indicators that a user has interest in a TV genre. He could also 

have an interest in a sport, a hobby, a type of computer games or a type of music, which can be 

mapped to one of the genres used in iFanzy. The genres currently available in the iFanzy system are 
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specified in the TV-Anytime specification. The TV-Anytime genre specification shows a hierarchical 

structure. For example, the genre “Motor sports” is a sub genre of the genre “Sports”. iFanzy can use 

the hierarchical structure of the genres while generating recommendations. If a user is interested in 

motor sports, he also might have an interest in sports in general. Thus, iFanzy could also 

recommended TV programs with the genre “Sports” to this user. 

Persons 

Persons currently available in the iFanzy system are mainly persons available in the IMDb dataset. 

This data set contains over three million people, like actors, composers, costume designers, 

directors, editors, producers, writers. Persons retrieved from 3
rd

 party applications are mapped to 

persons available in the IMDb dataset.  

Locations 

Locations in iFanzy are instantiated by the locations available in the GeoNames dataset. Interests in 

geographical locations available by 3
rd

 party applications are mapped to GeoNames features.  In 

addition, location as place of birth and place of residence could be indicators of interest. 

Hence, four types of datasets are used to map retrieved interests to. These datasets are the IMDb 

dataset, the iFanzy TV channel dataset, the TV-Anytime Genre specification and the GeoNames 

dataset.  
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3. Implementation 

In order to realize the designed models as stated in section 2, components based on these models 

were implemented. Some components were built from scratch, while other existing components 

were adjusted to fit the requirements as stated in section 2.2. The iFanzy system architecture is 

adapted with the new and adjusted components and the communication between these 

components. 

3.1. iFanzy system architecture 

As described in section 1.4, the iFanzy system consists of a client-server architecture. A global 

overview is shown in Figure 1-6. We developed a system based on the current iFanzy system. Figure 

3-1 shows a more detailed overview of the iFanzy system architecture wherein four layers can be 

identified. The first layer, “Clients”, shows the three iFanzy clients. These are the iFanzy Web 

application, the iFanzy mobile web application and the iFanzy STB 

application. The iFanzy Web application is adapted and implemented as described in section 

3.2. Users interact via a (mobile) Web browser with the Web and mobile client. These browsers 

communicate via HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol) with the iFanzy (mobile) Web applications that 

run on a Web server. Users can also interact with the iFanzy STB application, which communicates 

with the middleware of the STB. The applications running on a Web server and the middleware of 

the STB uses SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) to communicate with the iFanzy services. This 

communication is shown in the second layer, “Communication”, of the figure and is described in 

section 3.3. The third layer, “Services & Data”, shows the services of iFanzy: 

• Event model service 

• Hyves grabber service 

• User model service 

• Recommender service 

• Metadata service 

Each of these services is responsible for the management of specific data. This includes retrieving 

data from and storing data in the database related to the service. The communication with the 

databases is done via SQL (Structured Query Language), a standard language for managing relational 

databases. Each of the services stated above is also responsible for a specific service, or a set of tasks. 

For this research, the Event model service and Hyves grabber service are developed. 

The User model service and the SOAP controller are adjusted. The Recommender 

service and Metadata service were unchanged. In section 3.4, more detailed description of 

the services and data can be found. The fourth layer, “3
rd

 party applications (External)”, shows the 3
rd

 

party applications used by the Hyves grabber service. These 3
rd

 party applications are used 

to import interests of the users from Hyves
33

. In Figure 3-1, the parts developed by us are colored in 

white, the adjusted parts of the iFanzy system are colored with a light gray tone and the unchanged 

parts are colored with a dark gray tone.  
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Figure 3-1: iFanzy system architecture 

3.2. iFanzy Web application 

One of the clients of iFanzy is the iFanzy Web application. We developed the iFanzy Web application 

meeting the functional requirements as defined in section 2.2. Figure 3-2 shows a screenshot of the 

of the iFanzy Web application. More screenshots can be found in Appendix A.  

Besides giving a rating to a TV program, there are five actions implemented a user can do on a TV 

program. The icons representing these actions are visible in Figure 3-2 at the right of the rating bar in 

the section that shows the details of TV Program “Gounded for Life”. Figure 3-3 shows an enlarged 

view of the icons that represent these actions. From left to right these actions are related to: 

MySelection, Favorites, Watched TV programs, Reminders and Recordings. Descriptions of the 

functionalities of the Web application, which include the functionalities of these actions, are given in 

section 2.2.  

The appearance of a specific icon depends on the action a user can do. Imagine that a user would like 

to set a reminder for a TV program. This can be done by clicking on the  icon. The icon turns into

 to indicate the reminder has been set. If the reminder is set and the user would like to remove 

the reminder, then he clicks the icon  and it turns into  again. However, if the TV program is 

already broadcasted, it is not possible to set a reminder anymore and the icon turns into  to 

indicate that the action is disabled.  
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Figure 3-2: Screenshot of the homepage of the iFanzy Web application 

 

The iFanzy Web application is served by an Apache Web server. The Apache Web server is developed 

and maintained by an open community of developers under the auspices of the Apache Software 

Foundation
34

. The Web application is develop using mainly HTML, PHP (PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor) 

and AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript + XML). PHP is a widely-used open source general-purpose 

server-side scripting language that is especially suited for Web development and can be embedded 

into HTML.
35 

AJAX is a group of interrelated Web development techniques used on the client-side to 

create interactive Web applications or rich Internet applications.
 36 

 

Figure 3-3: Icons that shows possible actions on the iFanzy Web application 
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3.3. Communication between iFanzy clients and services 

Communication between the iFanzy clients and services is handled by the SOAP controller. SOAP is 

an XML-language accompanied by rules that dictate its use. SOAP is used to exchange data over 

networks. It concerns itself with encapsulating and encoding XML data and defining rules for 

transmitting and receiving that data. All requests and responses between iFanzy clients and services 

are handled by the SOAP controller and are bound to the interfaces defined in the iFanzy 

WSDL (Web Service Description Language) document. WSDL
37

 is an XML-language for describing 

interfaces of Web services. We extended the iFanzy WSDL in order to support the functionalities we 

developed for iFanzy, like the observation of user behavior.  

3.4. iFanzy services and data 

The Event model service is responsible for modeling and storing user behavior. The user behavior 

consists of the actions users do while using the iFanzy system. These user actions result in events 

(see section 2.4). Event data is stored in the Event model data database. The mining 

component of the Event model service searches for relations and patterns in the Event 

model data database to find user interests that are represented by patterns in the sequence of 

events. When this search succeeds, data about this interest is communicated to the User model 

service. In this process, also grabbed data about the found interest of a user is requested via the 

Hyves grabber service. Because events are often related to TV programs, communication 

with the Metadata service is established to retrieve metadata about TV programs. 

The User model service is responsible for modeling the users of iFanzy. Each user in iFanzy has his 

own user profile. A user profile is a collection of personal data and preferences associated to a 

specific user. Examples of this kind of data can be found in section 0. This service manages the user 

data in de User model data database. 

Another important service in the iFanzy system is the Recommender service. This service calculates 

to what extend TV programs are recommended to specific users. Therefore, it needs to communicate 

with the User model service to retrieve information about the interest of these users and 

with the Metadata service to retrieve information about programs and related concepts. To 

generate cold start recommendations, the demographics of the user for whom the service calculates 

the recommendations values, are compared with statistical data in the cold start data 

database. In contrary with the other services, the Recommender service cannot be invoked 

directly via the SOAP controller but only indirectly via the Metadata service. 

The Metadata service delivers the TV metadata that is requested by the iFanzy clients via the SOAP 

controller. Furthermore, it is responsible for importing TV program data and enriching this data 

with data from other sources, like IMDb. To import the TV program data, XMLTV (eXtensible Markup 

Language for TeleVision listings) data files are used. The imported and enriched data is stored in de 

Metadata database. To get recommendation scores for the TV programs, this service 

communicates with the Recommender service.   
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The interests of a user available on Hyves are imported by the Hyves grabber service. These interests 

are grabbed from user profiles available in the Hyves network. The grabbed user interest data 

from these user profiles is stored in the Grabbed data database. The Hyves grabber 

service communicates with the Metadata service to enrich the grabbed data or map the 

grabbed data into data that can be used by other services in the system. The Hyves grabber 

service has, besides the management of grabbed data, three main tasks to facilitate the mapping 

process: the crawling of a user profile page on the Hyves network, the parsing of user profile data 

into interest strings and the mapping of these interest strings to iFanzy concepts modeled by the 

iFanzy conceptual model. The GeoNames Web Service
38

 and the IMDb Web Service
39

 are 

used in the mapping process. If a mapping succeeds, this is communicated to the Event model 

service to materialize this user interest. A description of an implementation of the Hyves 

grabber service can be found in the next subsection.  

3.4.1. Hyves grabber service for user interests 

For iFanzy, the Hyves network was particularly interesting as source for user interest data. This is 

because Hyves is by far the biggest network in the Netherlands with over 7.5 million users (which 

makes almost 50% of the population). The interests defined by a Hyves user on his user profile page 

could be useful for iFanzy. Figure 3-4 shows an example of a Hyves user profile, where the section 

“Interesses” contains the interests defined by the user. Among these interests, there can be interests 

in TV programs, persons, etc. which could be particularly useful for the recommendation strategy 

iFanzy uses. Just like many other Web applications, Hyves provides an API
40

 (Application 

programming interface) to support interaction and data exchange between the Hyves network and 

3
rd

 party applications. Furthermore, Hyves supports parts of the common OpenSocial API
41

. 

Unfortunately there were some shortcomings to the available Hyves API’s. First of all, via the regular 

Hyves API, it is not possible to access all information in the user profile (among others the interests of 

a user). The Hyves API only allows retrieving simple values like first name, last name, gender, birth 

date. Appendix D. shows the output of the Hyves API when the information of the Hyves user profile 

shown in Figure 3-4 is retrieved. Also the supported part of the OpenSocial API, the OpenSocial 

gadgets, does not fulfill in retrieving interests from users. To overcome this problem, we developed 

our own Hyves grabber service. 
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Figure 3-4: A typical Hyves user profile page 

 

Figure 3-5 shows an overview of the components the Hyves grabber service consists of. Furthermore, 

it visualizes the communication between these components. The Crawler retrieves the Hyves 

profile page of the user from the Hyves Network. The retrieved Hyves user profile is syntactically 

analyzed by the Parser to determine the interests defined in the user profile. The Mapper tries to 

map these interests to concepts in iFanzy either using static mappings (defined by hand) or using a 

dynamic mapping process. The static mappings are defined in the Mapping data and this data is 

used as an input for the Mapper. The dynamic mapping process makes use of GeoNames and IMDb 

Web services. To give an example, the Parser found an interest in “Al Pacino” which is mapped by 

the Mapper to the IFZ:Person concept that represents the actor “Al Pacino” retrieved from the 

Metadata service. Mapped concepts are sent to the Event model service. If no mapping can 

be made, the data is stored in the Grabbed data data storage. The interests in this storage can 

again be tried to map to concepts on a later time when more concepts are retrieved by the 

Metadata service for example. In the remainder of this section the Hyves grabber service is 

described in more detail. 
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Figure 3-5: Overview of the Hyves grabber service for user interests 

Hyves user profile 

When a user is register at Hyves, he is able to personalize his profile by indicating his interests into 

several categories, which are again divided into subcategories. These categories and subcategories 

are predefined by Hyves. For example, a user can indicate his interests in a movie in the category 

“Movies” which has subcategories “Action & Adventure”, “Documentary”, “Drama”, “Cinema”, 

“Horror & Fantasy”, “Humor”, “Romance”, “Cartoon” or “Thriller”. After choosing the category and 

subcategory, the user can add the title of the movie he likes. A total overview of the available 

categories and subcategories a user can choose from is given in Appendix E.  

A typical Hyves user profile contains some personal data and some interests of the user. An example 

of such a user profile is shown in Figure 3-4. The section “Algemeen” contains the personal 

information of the user, while the second section “Interesses” defines the interest of the user. The 

interests of the user are classified into various categories. Among these categories there are (in 

English): “TV programs”, “Music”, “Travelling”, “Movies”, “Media”, “Sports”, Heroes” and “My 

brands”. However, the classification into subcategories is not visible.  

Hyves user profile parsing 

To be able to retrieve the user interests of a Hyves user profile, we developed a crawler and a custom 

made HTML parser. The crawler retrieves a Hyves user profile page from the Hyves network. The 

username of the Hyves account of the user has to be given as input for the crawler. However, a user 

can indicate which parts of his profile are private and public. The private parts of a user profile of the 

user are only visible to other users when they are added as friends of that user. Thus, in case the 

Hyves user profile of the user is not public, the password of the Hyves account of the user should also 

be provided to the crawler to enable it to access the private content of the user profile page. The 
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parser parses and filters the information on the retrieved Hyves user profile page, to collect all useful 

and interesting information. The useful and interesting information on the user profile page consist 

of some personal information and the interests of the user. Although the subcategories of the 

interests are not visible on a user profile page when it is viewed in a Web browser, in the source code 

of the user profile page they are. Each interest string on a Hyves user profile page has the following 

syntax: 

<a  href="http://www.hyves.nl/interest/[:id:]/[:cat:]_[:subcat:]_[:interest:]/">[:interest:]</a> 

Where [:id:] is an unique identifier defined by Hyves, [:cat:] is an element of the set of fixed 

categories, [:subcat:] is an element of the set of subcategories which depend on the category and 

[:interest:] is the string the user defined to describe the interest. 

For example, a user defined an interest in the movie “Scarface” on his profile page. The 

corresponding source code of his defined interest is given below in HTML: 

<a  href="http://www.hyves.nl/interest/3501691/Films_Actie_adventure_Scarface/">Scarface</a> 

In this example the category is “Films” (Movies), the subcategory is “Actie & Avontuur” (Action and 

Adventure) and the defined interest is “Scarface”. We implemented a crawler and parser. Below an 

example of output of our crawler and parser is shown after visiting the Hyves user profile presented 

in Figure 3-4:  

Table 3-1: Example of parsed data of a crawled Hyves user profile 

Personal data 

Username: ikkerolandje 

Name: Roland Schijvenaars 

E-mail address: rschijvenaars@hotmail.com 

MSN address: rschijvenaars@hotmail.com 

Spoken languages: Dutch 

 English 

Interests 

Category Subcategory Interest Category Subcategory Interest 

Heroes Music Michael Jackson Music Dutch spoken Blof 

 Sport Roger Federer   Guus Meeuwis 

Movies Action & Adventure Braveheart  HipHop 50 Cent 

  Fightclub   Cypres Hill 

  Harry Potter   Dr Dre 

  Kill Bill  Reggae Bob Marley 

  Lord of the Rings Sports All Running 

  Scarface   Tennis 

  The Matrix Travelling Cities New York 

 Humor Wedding Crashers  Country Cuba 

 Thriller Memento  Region Africa 

Media Magazines Computer Totaal  Type Beach 

  Hardware Info   Winter sports 

 TV MTV TV programs Comedy De Lama’s 

  NET 5  Series 24 

  RTL 4   Heroes 

  SBS 6   House 

  The Box   Lost 

  TMF   Prison Break 
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Mappings Hyves interests to iFanzy concepts 

In order for iFanzy to do something useful with the grabbed interest strings, these interest strings 

should be mapped to concepts known in the iFanzy system. First, we manually defined a schema 

mapping from Hyves subcategories and user-defined interests to concepts defined in the iFanzy 

conceptual model. If the user-defined interest cannot be mapped to an iFanzy concept, then the 

corresponding subcategory is mapped to an iFanzy concept since this also indicates something about 

the interests of the user. However, the interest in a subcategory is less specific than in the actual 

interest defined by the user. Table 3-2 gives an overview of the schema mapping.  

Table 3-2: Overview of the schema mapping 

Hyves interest category 

(in English) 

Mapping 

from: Hyves interest to: iFanzy concept 

Movies Movie title IFZ:Program 

Movie genre (the subcategories) TVA:GenreType 

TV programs TV program title IFZ:Program 

TV program genre (the subcategories) TVA:GenreType 

Music Person name IFZ:Person 

Music genre (the subcategories) TVA:GenreType 

Travelling Location name GEO:Location 

Heroes Person name IFZ:Person 

Media TV channel  TVA:ServiceInformationType 

Sports Type of sports TVA:GenreType 

 

In order to import the Hyves interests in iFanzy, we semi-automatically map user interest strings to 

instances of iFanzy concepts. For the different Hyves interest categories we applied different 

mapping approaches. 

Instance mapping from Hyves interests to IFZ:Program and IFZ:Person using IMDb 

We try to match the interests strings defined in the “Movies” and “TV programs” categories with 

program titles in our set of TV programs. Interests in the “Music” and “Heroes” categories are 

matched with person names in our set of persons. Since iFanzy uses IMDb as its main source of 

information about movies, TV programs and persons, we use the IMDb dataset for these matching. 

When a matching has been successful made with an element in the IMDb dataset, the unique 

identifier of this element in the IMDb dataset is used to map the interest string to the corresponding 

instance of a concept in iFanzy.  

To match an interest string with an element in the IMDb dataset we use the Web service IMDb 

provides to search through their dataset. The IMDb Web service provides an option to specify the 

type of content you are looking for, like movies or persons. We use this option to narrow down our 

search results. For example, if we are trying to match a person name, we only want to retrieve 

persons and no movies or TV programs. Below an example is given where we try to match the user-

defined interest in the movie “Fightclub”. We search for the title “fightclub” by using the following 

URL:  

http://www.imdb.com/find?s=tt&q=fightclub 
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In the URL, value “tt” of parameter “s” specifies that the result should contain only programs and 

movies and we are searching using a program or movie title as a query string. The value of 

parameterer “q” contains the query string, which in this case is “fightclub”.   

 

Figure 3-6: Screenshot of search results of IMDb title search 

The search results are shown in Figure 3-6. These search results contain a popular match, a partial 

match and approximate matches. The popular match is the movie we are looking for. It turns out to 

be that the title “fight club” was misspelled in the user profile where it was defined as “fightclub”. 

The unique identifier is http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0137523/  

The same approach is used for matching persons. For example, when we search for a person with the 

name “roger federer” while using the IMDb Web service, the following URL is used:  

http://www.imdb.com/find?s=nm&q=roger+federer 

As can be seen the value of parameter “s” has been changed to “nm” this time. It specifies that we 

are looking for a person and are using the name of the person as the query string. The result of our 

search is a perfect match with the person “Roger Federer” and is shown in Figure 3-7. The unique 

identifier is http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1716574/ 
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Figure 3-7: Screenshot of search result of IMDb name search 

If the search results do not return a perfect match or popular match, then the subcategory in which 

the interest is classified is mapped to a genre, an instance of TVA:GenreType. This is done 

because adding an interest with a specific genre, does also say something about the interest of the 

user in that particular genre. 

Instance mapping from Hyves interests to GEO:Location using GeoNames 

The interests in locations in the “Travelling” category are mapped to locations in the GeoNames 

dataset, since all locations in iFanzy are instances of GEO:Location concepts in the GeoNames 

dataset. We use the GeoNames Web service to search through their dataset and to find the correct 

instance of the GEO:Location concept. Just as the IMDb Web service, the GeoNames Web service 

provides parameters to specify the type of content you are looking for. These parameters are 

“featureClass” and “featureCode”. The first one specifies the class of location types you are looking 

for. For example the featureClass  “P”, specifies a city or village. The second one defines the type of 

location you are looking for more specific and a featureCode is a subcategory of a featureClass. For 

example, the featureClass “L”, which contains areas and parks, has as a subcategory the featureCode 

“CONT”, which contains all continents: Europe, Africa, Asia, North America, South America, Oceania 

and Antarctica.    
 
 

To search for “Afrika” (Africa) classified in the subcategory “Regio’s” (Regions) in the category 

“Reizen” (Travelling), the following URL is used. 

http://ws.geonames.org/search?q=afrika&maxRows=10&lang=NL&featureCode=CONT 

In this URL we use the parameter featureCode with value CONT, because we know that the 

subcategory “Regio” does only contain continents.  

The result, shown in Figure 3-8, is a perfect match with the location “Africa” which has unique 

identifier (GeoNameID) 6255146. It is a perfect match because there is only one result. 
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Figure 3-8: Screenshot of search results of GeoNames continent search 

If we retrieve more than one result, the first result is chosen to be matched with. This is because the 

results are ordered by matching score. For example, if we search for a matching for “New York” 

classified in the subcategory “Steden” (Cities) in the category “Reizen” (Travelling), the following URL 

is used: 

http://ws.geonames.org/search?q=new+york&maxRows=10&lang=NL&featureClass=P 

Here the parameter featureClass with the value P is used, because we know that we are searching for 

a city. 

This search returns 6485 results. The first result is “New York city” with a matching score of 1.0. The 

second result is “Brooklyn”, which is one of the five boroughs of New York City, with a score of 0.48. 

The third is “Albany”, which is the capital of the state of New York, with a score of 0.40. The first 

result is the one we are looking for and thus the interest string “New York” is matched with “New 

York City” and mapped to the instance in iFanzy with geoNameId 5128581. 

Instance mapping from Hyves interests to TVA:GenreType 

An interest defined in the Hyves category “Sports” is mapped to a genre in our set of TVA genres. All 

genres are instances of TVA:GenreType and defined in the TVA specification. Also the subcategories 

of the “Movies”, “TV programs” and “Music” categories are mapped to the TVA genres in case no 

matching with movie titles, TV program titles or persons related to music can be made. These 

mappings are static and made by hand, because the subcategories of Hyves and the TVA genre 

specification are predefined and are unlikely to change over time. An example of the mapping from 

Hyves subcategories to instances of TVA:GenreType is shown in Table 3-3. The complete mapping of 

the subcategories and sports defined in Hyves to instances of TVA:GenreType can be found in 

Appendix F.  
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Table 3-3: Example of mappings from Hyves subcategories to TVA genres 

Hyves category  

(in English) 

Hyves subcategory 

 (in English) 

TVA genre 

Movies Humor 3.5.7 Comedy 

 Romance 3.4.3 Romance 

 Cartoon 2.3 CARTOON/ANIMATION/PUPPETRY 

Music Blues 3.6.5.1 Blues 

 Dance 3.6.8 Electronic/Club/Urban/Dance 

 Funk & soul  3.6.5.3 Soul  

3.6.5.6 Funk 

 

Instance mapping from Hyves interests to TVA:ServiceInformationType 

In the “Media” category we only try to map an interest in a TV channel to a TV channel in our set of 

TV channels. For the Hyves user profile shown in Figure 3-4, the interests “MTV”, “Net 5”, 

 “RTL 4”, “SBS6”, “TMF” and “The Box” are all mapped to the respective instances of the 

TVA:ServiceInformationType concept in iFanzy. These mappings are also static and made by 

hand. 
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4. Evaluation 

To be able to draw conclusions about the extended iFanzy user model and about iFanzy 

recommendations in general, the use of the iFanzy with the extended user model and the generated 

recommendations by iFanzy will be evaluated. The aim of this evaluation is to be able to answer one 

of the research questions: 

1. Can the recommendations generated by iFanzy be improved by extending the iFanzy user model 

with user behavior?  

As stated in section 1.6, to answer the first research question, it is important to answer the following 

sub question: 

1.1. What is typical user behavior of a user of iFanzy? 

A part of this sub question is already answered in section 2.2, where the functionalities of iFanzy are 

described. These functionalities describe all the actions the behavior of a user can consist of. 

However, to decide what typical behavior of iFanzy users is, an analysis is made to what extend these 

functionalities are used. To be able to answer these research questions, a number of interrelated 

objectives are formulated: 

• Evaluate the satisfaction of iFanzy users about the recommendations iFanzy generates; 

• Identify typical user behavior of iFanzy users; 

• Evaluate the accuracy of the recommendations iFanzy generates when user behavior is taken 

into account; 

• Evaluate to what extend different types of user behavior have influence on the 

recommendations iFanzy generates. 

These objectives help to answer the research questions. The outcomes of the first objective show 

whether users were satisfied with the recommendation iFanzy generates and represents the 

thoughts of the user about the recommendations. The second objective is directly related to 

research question 1.1 and the last two objectives are stated to make conclusions and empirical 

proofs about the evolvement of recommendations by performing an analysis on the user events and 

generated recommendations. The outcomes of these objectives are compared against each other 

and conclusions about the influence of events on the recommendations are drawn. Furthermore, 

these outcomes help to answer research question 1.  

The second research question is stated as: 

2. Can the recommendations iFanzy generates be improved by extending the iFanzy user model with 

user interests from 3
rd

 party applications? 

To answer this question we have provided the first necessary step in order to get external user data 

imported in iFanzy (see The Hyves Grabber service, section 3.4.1). To evaluate whether the imported 

interests can improve the recommendations generated by iFanzy, is however outside of the scope of 

this project. Dynamic scoping was necessary in order to meet the time constraints of this master 

project. The development of the Hyves Grabber service took more time than was expected.  
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4.1. Research method 

This evaluation is generally considered to be a quantitative study. The main goal is to gain statistical 

interpretations of user behavior and the performance of the iFanzy recommender system. In more 

details, it is to gain insights in the usefulness of collecting certain types of user behavior and using 

this information to influence the generated recommendations. To facilitate this study, empirical data 

is collected by relying on two data collection techniques: observation of user behavior and a 

questionnaire. The observation of user behavior is done by performing a user test. A questionnaire is 

provided to the users after the user test. This questionnaire retrieves data about to what extent 

users were satisfied with the recommendations generated by iFanzy.  

This research has an experimental characteristic because the data collected by observing user 

behavior during the user test is used to test hypotheses through some experiments which are 

described in the section 4.5.2.  

4.2. Users 

There were 53 users that actively participated in the user test and completed the questionnaire. 

These users are the sample group in the test. At time of registration, users of the user test were 

asked to provide their gender, age and level of education. This demographic information is needed 

by iFanzy to generate cold start recommendations. 

 

Figure 4-1: Gender distribution of the participants of the user test 

The distribution of gender of the users who participated in the user test is shown in Figure 4-1. There 

are slightly more males who participated in the test than females. 

42%

58%
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male
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Figure 4-2: Age distribution of the participants of the user test 

Figure 4-2 shows that most users were between 25 and 35 years old (38%). There were no users 

younger than 16 years old and the smallest group of users where 65 years or older (3%).  

 

Figure 4-3: Level of education distribution of the participants of the user test 

As shown in Figure 4-3, most users of the user test attended higher education (HBO and 

WO/Doctoraal) (87%).   

For this research the population is the target user group for iFanzy in the Netherlands. This target 

group consists of people watching TV in the Netherlands. The Dutch research group Stichting Kijk 

Onderzoek
42

 (SKO) monitors watching behavior of people in the Netherlands. This group provides 

also demographic information of people watching TV.  

                                                           
42

 http://www.kijkonderzoek.nl/ 
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Figure 4-4: Gender distribution of the population 

The gender of people in the population is almost evenly distributed as shown in Figure 4-4. In 

comparison with the sample group, the distribution of the population is more equally divided into 

males and females.  

 

Figure 4-5: Age distribution of the population 

Figure 4-5 shows the distribution in age-groups for the population. There are three groups that are 

not represented in the age-distribution of the sample. These groups represent the people with an 

age less than 16 and hold 14% of the population. The age group 35-49 represents the largest part of 

the population (25%) while for the sample this is the age group 25-34 (38%). Furthermore, people 

older than 64 years (65+) are more present in the population (15%) than in the sample (3%).  
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Figure 4-6: Level of education distribution of the population 

The distribution of the population according to level of education is shown in Figure 4-6. In 

comparison with the sample, there are a lot differences. For example, the part of the population that 

attended higher level education (HBO and WO/Doctoraal) is 28% while in the sample this is 87%.  

The differences in distributions of the sample and population are alarming because the sample does 

not represent the population very well.  If a sample does not represent the population very well then 

it is difficult to conclude that the findings of the research also hold for the whole population, since 

these findings are based on the sample group. For example, the level of education of a user might 

influence his TV watching behavior. The watching behavior of a user is related to the usage of iFanzy. 

Therefore, typical user behavior identified in this research could differ from actual typical user 

behavior on iFanzy. On the other hand, the cold start recommendations solely depend on the 

demographic information. Other research [14], done in parallel with this research, stated that for the 

cold start recommendations level of education should not be taken into account. Thus, differences 

between the level of education distribution of the sample and the population do not influence the 

findings about the cold start recommendations.  

Convenience sampling was used to select users for participating in the user test. The people in the 

sample are chosen in an unstructured manner from the population. It was convenient because 

people closely related to us were approached. Initially colleagues, family relations and friends were 

approached. Furthermore the approached persons were asked to also approach other potential 

users. The aim was to get as many people as possible to voluntary participate in the user test. 

Convenience sampling is used because of limited resources like time and money.  

4.3. Data to obtain 

The observation of user behavior during the user test and a questionnaire after the user test are used 

to collect data. This data is gathered for further analysis, to draw conclusions and ultimately to 

answer the research questions.  
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The data that is obtained can be divided into three types of data: 

• User behavior, represented as events, gathered during the user test by observing the 

behavior of the users on the iFanzy Web application.  

• User ratings for 50 preselected TV programs, collected after the user test. 

• Answers to three questions about the level of satisfaction of users about the 

recommendations iFanzy generates. These questions were included in the questionnaire 

provided to the users after the user test and asked to what extend the users were satisfied 

with the recommendations at the start, during and after the user test. 

 

User behavior 

User behavior on the iFanzy Web application is observed. Certain actions performed at the iFanzy 

Web application, as described in section 2.2, result in an event or a sequence of events. These events 

give iFanzy feedback about the interests of a user and are gathered during the user test. This 

feedback can either be explicit or implicit. In case of explicit feedback, users are aware that they 

provide feedback and that it expresses their level of interest in a certain TV program. This type of 

feedback can directly be used by iFanzy to influence recommendations, since the level of interest is 

directly known. In case of implicit feedback, users are unaware they provide feedback. Thus this 

feedback is only an indication a user could have interest in a TV program and iFanzy has to deduce 

the level of interest a user has in that TV program. 

The following data is collected by observing user behavior while using the iFanzy Web application: 

Gathered events, which are considered to be explicit feedback events: 

• RateContent 

In the user test, users could give ratings to TV programs on a scale from 0 to 10 where intermediate 

steps of 0.5 were allowed.  

Gathered events, which are considered to be implicit feedback events: 

• AddToFavorites 

• RemoveFromFavorites 

• AddToSelection 

• RemoveFromSelection 

• AddToReminders 

• RemoveFromReminders 

• AddToRecordings 

• RemoveFromRecodings 

• SearchContent 

• GetContentDetails 

• AddToWatched 

• RemoveFromWatched 

• SetRanking 

Descriptions of these types of events can be found in section 2.4. 
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After the user test was finished, user behavior could easily be imitated by replicating the sequence of 

events gathered during the test. These sequences of events are used in the analysis in section 4.5.  

Although there are external sources which contain data that could be used in this evaluation, they 

are not used because they do not contain all data needed for this research. For example, the 

movieLens dataset
43

, which is freely available under certain conditions, contains a set of user ratings 

that could be used as explicit feedback events. However, it does not contain implicit feedback events. 

For this research it is important that explicit and implicit feedback events are related to the same set 

of TV programs since the influence on the recommendations of both types of feedback together is 

evaluated. Furthermore, the implicit feedback events are specific for the functionality iFanzy offers 

and thus it is unlikely that there exists an external data set that contains these types of events. 

Therefore, we obtained data by performing a user test. 

User ratings for preselected TV programs 

To test recommender systems it is typical to split obtained data into a training and a test set so that 

the user interests can be learned by the recommender system from the training set and the 

performance of the recommender can be tested with the test set. Usually the data set is randomly 

split into a training set and a test set. However, in this research this is not the case. The training set 

consists of all event obtained during the user test, while the test set consists of the user ratings given 

to a heterogeneous set of 50 preselected TV programs after the user test. The test set should be a 

good representation of the TV programs broadcasted during the user test. The TV programs in the 

test set should be broadcasted on multiple TV channels, have various kinds of genres, etc. Thus to 

create a heterogeneous test set, the following properties of TV programs were taken into account: 

the genres related to the program, the channel at which the program is broadcasted and the persons 

related to the program.     

There are several reasons for defining the training and test set according to the approach described 

above.  

First, the training set will now be as large as possible because the total set of events obtained during 

the test can be used as training set and does not have to be split into a training and a test set. 

Second, not all events obtained during the user test can be used in the test set. Only explicit 

feedback events can be used because they directly express the level of interest of a user in a certain 

TV program.  By the given approach we are sure that test set is large enough, even if the user has not 

given much explicit feedback. 

Third, an event could have influence on recommendations that depend on the recommendation 

score at the moment the action, which causes the event, is performed. For example, a certain event 

on a particular TV program could increase the current recommendation score with a predefined fixed 

value. Therefore the order in which events occur is crucial and cannot considered independently of 

each other, which make it harder to split the total set of events performed during the test into a 

training and a test set.   

Fourth, because a user of iFanzy often gets an overview of a lot of TV programs, there is a high 

chance that there are also TV programs in this overview that the user is not interested in. It is 

                                                           
43

 http://www.grouplens.org/node/73 
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important for iFanzy to calculate accurate recommendation scores for both interesting and not 

interesting TV programs. Interesting TV programs should have a high recommendation score, while 

not interesting TV programs should have a low recommendation score. If the obtained data is split 

into a test set and a training set, the test set is more likely to contain more interesting TV programs 

than not interesting TV programs of a user. We expect that users tend to give more explicit feedback 

on TV programs they like. This expectation is evaluated in section 4.5.2. Therefore the test set should 

contain a heterogeneous set of TV programs.  

User satisfaction about recommendations 

The questionnaire is conducted after the test and contained three questions. 

1. Were you satisfied with the marks iFanzy gave you at the beginning of the test? 

The first question was to gain insight if people were satisfied with the cold start recommendations, 

thus the initial recommendations after registration. When people perform a rating on a TV program, 

they express a level of interest in that TV program. However, iFanzy does not only adapt the 

recommendation score for this particular TV program, but also of related TV programs.  

2. Did the marks you gave to TV programs have a positive influence on the marks for other TV 

programs? 

 The second question was to gain knowledge if people were pleased with the effect a rating for a TV 

program has on the recommendation scores for other TV programs.  

3. Were you satisfied with the marks iFanzy gave you at the end of the test? 

 The third question was to gain insight if, according to the users, the recommendations are improved 

at the end of the test. 

4.4. Test settings and tools 

Users were asked to participate in the user test for a period of three weeks and to use the iFanzy 

Web application 10 to 20 minutes on a daily basis during these three weeks. The users were given 

some tasks, predefined by the researches. After the test users had to give ratings to 50 TV 

programs. These programs were preselected by the researchers. Furthermore the users had to fill in 

a questionnaire after the test. Preferably, users had to watch TV, in the period the test was running, 

as they usually do.   

 

4.4.1. Test settings 

To be able to track user behavior, the iFanzy Web application as described in section 3.2 is 

developed. Users were asked to use the iFanzy Web application for a period of three weeks, from 12 

January 2009 till 2 February 2009. They need to register to gain access to the application and they 

need to authenticate themselves by signing in each time they would access the application. In order 

to finish registration, users had to provide some information like username, password and birth date. 

When the registration was completed, users could sign in by using their username/password 

combination. Once users were signed in, their behavior was observed. To stimulate ‘normal’ 

behavior, users were not informed that their behavior was observed or that their implicit feedback 

was taken into account by the recommender system. During the test, users were asked to perform 
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certain tasks. These user tasks were defined to stimulate users to participate actively in the test. 

These tasks defined some goals users should meet. If users did not finish a task within a predefined 

period of time, an e-mail was sent to them notifying that the task was not completed yet. When 

users logged in at the iFanzy Web application, they were notified with the not completed or new 

available tasks. The tasks were carefully defined by taken past user behavior, obtained during the 

user test, into account.  During the test, seven tasks were provided at day 1, 2, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 13 of 

the test. These tasks were: 

• The more iFanzy know about your interests, the better the recommendation will be. Give 

some programs a rating. Off course you can also correct a recommendation, when iFanzy is 

totally wrong. 

• Change the order of the TV-channels in the EPG-view so it matches your own preferences 

• Indicate what your favorite programs are. A favorite program is a program that you like to 

watch very much. 

• Don't want to miss an interesting program? iFanzy can remind you when it starts. Set some 

reminders for programs you don't want to miss.  

• Don't have time to watch your favorite program? Don't worry, iFanzy can record it for you! 

Please set some recordings for programs. 

• Create your own personal TV guide. Search for programs you want to watch in the coming 

week and place them into your MySelection. 

• What programs did you watch the last couple of days? Please look them up in the TV guide 

and indicate that you have watched them. 

After the test, users had to give ratings to 50 preselected TV programs and fill in a questionnaire. 

After the test was finished, the collected data during the test was analyzed to gain knowledge about 

possible influence of user behavior on the recommendations. 

4.4.2. Tools 

Controlled usage of Web application 

In section 3.2 we described the developed iFanzy Web application to meet the functional 

requirements described in section 2.2. This version of the iFanzy Web application was further 

adjusted, so it could be used for the user test. First of all, the users of the iFanzy Web application are 

required to authenticate themselves each time they use the application. If a user is not 

authenticated, he cannot do anything with the iFanzy Web application. This mandatory login was 

necessary because most functionalities of iFanzy require the user to be authenticated and for 

observation of the behavior of the user. If a user could use the iFanzy Web application without being 

authenticated, we are not able to relate the observed behavior to this specific user. As described in 

the previous section, user task are defined to stimulate usage of certain functionalities of the iFanzy 

Web application. A mechanism has been developed to track if a user actually did his tasks.  Figure 4-7 

shows a screenshot of how these user tasks are presented to the user. The four tasks a user has to do 

are listed and for each task in the list the current status is shown. For example, the last task requires 

the user to rate 20 programs. However, at this moment he has rated only one. If the user clicks on a 

task, a description of this task is given. This is shown for the second task in the list.  
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Figure 4-7: Screenshot of user tasks 

Rating of preselected TV programs  

After the test had ended, users were able to give ratings to a preselected set of TV programs. The 

tool for giving ratings to these TV programs was accessible online via the iFanzy Web application. 

Figure 4-8 shows a screenshot of how a user could give ratings to these TV programs. The TV 

programs are presented to the user with five at a time. For each TV program some details are shown, 

like the title, the time it is broadcasted and a summary. A user can rate the TV program using the 

rating bar, which is also used in the iFanzy Web application, or can indicate that he does not know 

the program by selecting the option (in English) “I don’t know this program”. 

 

Figure 4-8: Screenshot for rating the set of preselected TV programs 
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Questionnaire 

During the last week of the test, the users were asked to fill in a questionnaire. Figure 4-9 shows a 

screenshot of how the questionnaire is represented to the users. The questions of the questionnaire 

are listed and for each question a user can choose one of the possible answers.  

 

Figure 4-9: Screenshot of the questionnaire 

 

The adapted iFanzy Web application for the user test can be found at http://usertest.ifanzy.nl/.  

To use this website, registration is required.  The website also contains the questionnaire and the 

rating of the preselected TV programs, which can be found under the tab “VRAGENLIJST”. 

4.5. Results 

4.5.1. Questionnaire results 

The questionnaire included three questions related to recommendations generated by iFanzy (see 

Figure 4-9). Figure 4-10 shows the distribution of answers user gave out of the five possible answers 

users could give to the first question in the questionnaire. The largest part of the users, 38%, was 

sometimes satisfied with the recommendations at the beginning of the test. None of the users was 

almost never satisfied with the recommendations at the beginning of the test. Of all users, 19% of 

the users were almost never satisfied, 32% of the users were regularly satisfied and 11% of the users 

were often satisfied with the recommendations at the beginning of the test. 

 

Figure 4-10: Distribution of answers on the first question in the questionnaire 
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Figure 4-11 shows the distribution of the answers user gave out of the five possible answers users 

could give to the second question in the questionnaire. As shown in this figure, the largest part of the 

users, 40%, was sometimes satisfied with the influence ratings had on the recommendations of other 

TV programs. The smallest part, 2%, was almost never satisfied with the influence ratings had on the 

recommendations of other TV programs. Of all users, 4% of the users were almost never satisfied, 

34% of the users were regularly satisfied and 20% of the users were often satisfied with the influence 

ratings had on the recommendations of other TV programs.  

 

Figure 4-11: Distribution of answers on the second question in the questionnaire 

Figure 4-12 shows the distribution of the answers users gave out of the five possible answers users 

could give to the third question in the questionnaire. As shown in this figure, the largest part of the 

users, 34%, was often satisfied with the recommendations at the end of the test. The smallest part, 

2%, was almost never satisfied with the recommendations at the end of the test. Of all users, 33% of 

the users were sometimes satisfied, 27% of the users were regularly satisfied and 4% of the users 

were almost always satisfied with the recommendations at the beginning of the test.  

 

Figure 4-12: Distribution of answers on the third question in the questionnaire 
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To determine whether users were more satisfied with the recommendations at the end of the test 

than in the beginning of the test, the answers a user gave to the first and third question are 

compared against each other. The comparison for all users is shown in Table 4-1. The rows in the 

table represent the distribution of the answers users gave at the third question while given a 

particular answer at the first question. For example, the percentage in the first row and second 

column of the table (40%) shows that 18 % of the users, which were almost never satisfied at the 

beginning, 40% answered that they were sometimes satisfied at the end of the test. The yellow boxes 

at the diagonal of the table hold the percentages of users that gave the same answer to the first as to 

the third question. This is interpreted as the percentages of the users that were at the end equally 

satisfied with the recommendations as at the beginning of the test. The green boxes, in the upper 

right part of the table, show the percentages of users that were more satisfied at the end of the test 

than at the beginning. The red boxes, in the lower left part of the table, show the percentages of the 

users that were less satisfied at the end of the test than at the beginning of the test.  

Table 4-1: User satisfaction overview  

 

End of the test  

Almost never  Sometimes  Regularly  Often  Almost always 
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Almost never (18%)  0% 40% 30% 30% 0% 

Sometimes (36%)  0% 35% 30% 30% 5% 

Regularly (35%)  6% 29% 24% 35% 6% 

Often (11%)  0% 17% 33% 50% 0% 

Almost always (0%)  0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

 

If users were more frequently satisfied at the end of the test than at the beginning, this can be seen 

as an improvement of the recommendations. If users were less frequently satisfied, this can be seen 

as a deterioration of the recommendations. All percentages in Table 4-1 that represents 

improvement (green), deterioration (red) or no improvement/deterioration (yellow) are summed up 

while keeping the ‘color’ and the percentages of users that give a particular answer in the first place 

in mind. Table 4-2 shows the outcome of these weighted summations. The satisfaction of users about 

the recommendations is improved for more than half of the test users (55.8%).  There is also a part of 

the users by whom the satisfaction about the recommendations is worsened (17.9%).  

Table 4-2: Satisfaction of users of the user test 

Improvement 55.8% 
Unchanged 26.3% 
Deterioration 17.9% 
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4.5.2. User behavior results 

Besides the questionnaire also observation of user behavior could generate valuable information 

about the accuracy of the recommendations. In contrast with the results from the questionnaire, 

where users express their satisfaction about the recommendations, observation could result in 

mathematical proof about the accuracy of the recommendations generated by iFanzy. During the 

user test, events of the users are obtained when they are using the iFanzy Web application. 

Statistical information and the distribution of the different types of events are shown in Table 4-3 

and Figure 4-13. Events of the type RateContent occurred far more than each other event type (44%). 

The event type that occurred second most often is the AddToSelection event (11%). If explicit 

feedback is compared against implicit feedback then the distribution of events is 44% explicit 

feedback, events of type RateContent, versus 56% implicit feedback, all other events. Table 4-3 

shows how many events did occur per type of event together with the dispersion of the events of 

that type over the users. It turned out that the events of type RemoveFromSelection, 

RemoveFromWatched, RemoveFromFavorites, RemoveFromRecording and RemoveReminder did not 

occur that much and that they were all corrective events for respectively AddToSelection, 

AddToWatched, AddToFavorites, AddToRecordings and AddToReminders. Corrective here means 

that the remove event did occur in a very short period of time after the corresponding add event and 

is used if the user has made a mistake. Thus for example, users do not add a TV program to their 

Favorites to remove it again after a couple of days.  

Table 4-3: Descriptive statistics per event type obtained during the user test 

Event type Count Average  

per user 

Standard 

deviation 

RateContent 2067 37.6 25.9 

AddToSelection 528 9.6 15.3 

AddToWatched 444 8.1 7.4 

SearchContent 408 7.4 13.6 

SetRanking 329 6 5.1 

AddToFavorites 289 5.3 4.4 

AddToRecordings 270 4.9 5.7 

AddToReminders 227 4.1 3.1 

RemoveFromSelection 26 0.5 1.5 

RemoveFromWatched 25 0.5 1 

RemoveFromFavorites 16 0.3 0.8 

RemoveFromRecordings 12 0.2 1.2 

RemoveFromReminders 3 0.1 0.5 
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Figure 4-13: Event type distribution of the events performed during the user test 

Rating behavior 

During the user test all users gave in total 2067 ratings to TV programs.  Each rating is associated with 

a rating value, expressing the level of interest of the user in that particular TV program. A rating value 

lies between 0 and 10 with intermediate steps of 0.5. The higher the rating value, the higher the level 

of interest in a TV program. TV Programs with a rating value or recommendation score greater than 

or equal to 6 are represented as recommendations to the user at the iFanzy Web application. These 

TV programs have a different color varying from soft yellow (6) to strong orange (10), indicating how 

well these TV programs match the interests of a user.  

Some descriptive statistics about the rating values, given by the users during the user test, are shown 

in Table 4-4.   

Table 4-4: Descriptive statistics of rating values 

Total number of ratings 2067 

Mean 5.73 

Standard deviation 2.83 

Median 6.5 

Modus 8 
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Figure 4-14: Number of ratings per rating value 

 

Figure 4-15: Division between rating values smaller than 6 and greater than or equal to 6 

Figure 4-14 shows the total numbers of ratings the users of the test gave for each possible rating 

value, while Figure 4-15 shows the division between the number of ratings with a rating value smaller 

than 6 and the number of ratings with a rating value greater than or equal to 6. Users gave a rating 

value between 6 and 10 for 60% of the rated TV programs. Thus, users more often give ratings to TV 

programs they like, just as we expected in section 4.3. Furthermore, if we look at the rating values 

smaller than 6, Figure 4-15 shows that users more often give ratings with a rating value of 0 in 

comparison with the other rating values smaller than 6. 
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Figure 4-16: Relation between calculated recommendation scores and given rating values 

Figure 4-16 shows the relation between the rating value a user gave to a TV program and the 

recommendation score iFanzy calculated for that TV program at the moment the user rated the 

program. For 30% of the rated TV programs, users have changed the iFany recommendation score 

from smaller than 6 to greater than or equal to 6. For 28% of the rated TV programs, users have 

changed the iFany recommendation score from greater than or equal to 6 to smaller than 6. Also 

users more often (58%) gave ratings to TV programs with a recommendation score greater than or 

equal to 6.  These TV programs are indicated as a recommendation at the iFanzy Web application.  

4.5.3. Results of the influence of events on the recommendations 

While having the event data collected an analysis process is started. The accuracy of the 

recommendations generated by iFanzy is measured. Therefore the recommendation scores 

generated by iFanzy for the 50 preselected TV programs in the test set are compared with the actual 

ratings given by the users to these programs after the test. The MAE (Mean Absolute Error) metric is 

used in this comparison. The MAE is a quantity to measure how close recommendations are to the 

ratings and can be defined as: 
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Equation 1: Mean absolute error 

Where n is the number of TV programs, recommendationi is the recommendation score iFanzy 

calculates for a particular TV program i and ratingi is the rating value a user has given to that TV 

program.   

During this evaluation the MAE is always calculated in the same manner. It is calculated for each of 

the test users independently and the test set of 50 preselected TV programs is used in the 

calculation. Thus the MAE measures the average absolute difference between the recommendation 

scores iFanzy generates for the 50 preselected TV programs in the test set and the rating values the 
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user has given to these programs after the user test. The accuracy of recommendations increases, 

when the value of the MAE decreases.  The accuracy of the recommendations in general is measured 

by the average MAE, which is the average of all MAE values calculated for each individual user of the 

user test.  This value indicates how accurate the recommendations generated by iFanzy are on 

average. 

To determine if the accuracy of the recommendations generated by iFanzy increases when certain 

feedback of the user is taken into account, the following approach is taken: For each user who 

participated in the user test, first the value of the MAE for his cold start recommendations is 

calculated. Next a simulation run is started to imitate the behavior of this user during the user test, 

by replaying all his events obtained during the user test. These events represent the explicit and 

implicit feedback the user has given during the user test. The simulation run is needed so the 

feedback given by the user can influence the recommendations iFanzy generates. The simulations 

run ends when all obtained events are replayed and iFanzy should have taken into account all 

feedback given by the user. After the simulation run, the value of the MAE is calculated again. This 

value represents the accuracy of the recommendation iFanzy generates, when all feedback given by 

the user has been taken into account.  If the accuracy of the recommendations improves by the 

feedback of the user, the value of the MAE calculated at the end of the simulation run should be less 

than the value of the MAE calculated for the cold start recommendations. 

Several hypotheses are defined and tested. Each hypothesis states that the recommendations 

improve by comparing the average MAE of the cold start recommendations with the average MAE at 

the end of a simulation run. To test these hypotheses, matched-pairs t-tests are performed. The 

hypotheses concern a new variable which is based on the difference between the average MAE of 

the cold start recommendations, µX, and the average MAE at the end of a simulation run, µY. The test 

is performed on paired data because the data sets are not independent, for each user there is an 

MAE of his cold start recommendations and an MAE at the end of the simulation run that cannot be 

treated independently. Let (X1Y1),(X2,Y2),…,(X53,Y53) be the paired observations from the distribution 

with expected values µX and µY If there is no difference between the average MAE of the cold start 

recommendations and the average MAE at the end of a simulation run, then µX = µY or  

µd = µX  - µY = 0. Thus the null hypothesis is stated as µd = 0. When the sample findings do not 

confirm the null hypothesis µd = 0, the null hypothesis is rejected. In that case the alternative 

hypothesis  

µd > 0 is accepted and we can conclude that the recommendations are improved.  

Influence of explicit feedback events on the recommendations 

To evaluate if the accuracy of the recommendations improves when the number of ratings a user 

gives increases, the MAE is calculated after each rating a user has given during the user test. Figure 

4-17 visualizes the simulation process that is used for this evaluation.  

 

Figure 4-17: Average MAE calculation for a user - explicit feedback 
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First the user details needed for the simulation process are retrieved. These details contain: 

• the demographic information of the user needed to generate the cold start 

recommendations 

• the ratings the user has given to the programs in the test set 

• the ratings the user has given during the user test, represented as RateContent events 

 

Next a new user profile is created with the demographic information of the user. Then the cold start 

recommendations for the 50 preselected TV programs in the test set are retrieved and the MAE is 

calculated. After that, each rating the user has given during the user test is simulated by replaying 

the associated RateContent event. The order, in which the ratings are given by the user, is preserved 

in this process. After each replayed RateContent event, the recommendations for TV programs in the 

test set are retrieved for the test set and the MAE is calculated.  

This simulation process is done for each user in the user test. After all simulations are done, the 

average MAE is calculated for each number of ratings users have given. Figure 4-18 shows the 

average MAE per number of given ratings (blue). The trend line (red) in this graph gives a good 

indication of evolvement of the average MAE as the number of ratings given by the users increases. 

The average MAE of the cold start recommendations is represented in the graph where zero ratings 

are given by the users and has a value of 2.50. Note that the origin of the y-axis starts at 1.50 instead 

of 0.  

 

Figure 4-18: Average MAE of all test users per RateContent event 

The improvement of the recommendations, the decrease of the MAE, is evaluated when only explicit 

feedback events are taken into account. The corresponding hypothesis can be defined as: 

 Hexplicit: The accuracy of the recommendations generated by iFanzy improves when explicit feedback 

given by users influences the recommendations. 

The average MAE of the cold start recommendations is compared with the average MAE of the 
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recommendations is 2.50. When only explicit feedback events were taken into account, the average 

MAE decreased to 1.93. This is an improvement of the average MAE of 22.8%. 

To test if this improvement is significant, a matched-pairs t-test is performed. Thus the first sample 

contains the MAE’s of the cold start recommendations. The second sample contains the MAE’s after 

all explicit feedback events are replayed.  

Null hypothesis Alternative hypothesis 

0dµ =  0dµ >  

 

Characteristics of the two samples: 

 
MAE of cold start 

recommendations 

MAE of recommendations 

after explicit feedback 

Mean µ  2.5043 1.9278 

Standard error SE  0.0720 0.0879 

Standard deviation s  0.5239 0.6401 

Minimum 1.3378 0.9231 

Maximum 3.5750 3.5581 

Count 53 53 

 

Characteristics of the differences of the samples: 

Mean dµ  0.5765 

Standard deviation ds  0.5373 

Standard error dSE  0.07380 

Degrees of freedom 52 

t-score t  7.8118 

P-value ( 7.8118)P t >  1.2637E-10 

  

Since the P-value (1.2637E-10) is smaller than the significance level of 95% (α = 0.05), the null 

hypothesis can be rejected. The average MAE is significantly improved and thus the alternative 

hypothesis holds. We can conclude that Hexplicit holds, thus the accuracy of the recommendations 

generated by iFanzy improves when explicit feedback given by users is taken into account 

If only explicit feedback is taken into account, 47 of the 53 test users (89%) showed an improvement 

in the MAE value for the best settings. Assuming that the sample is a good representation of the 

population, the confidence interval for a population proportion as described in [15] is calculated. 

With a confidence level of 95%, it can be said that 77% to 95% of the population should show an 

improvement in the MAE value. 

Influence of implicit feedback events on the recommendations 

If implicit feedback is taken into account, another approach is used. This approach, which has 

similarities with the approach described above, is shown in Figure 4-19. Again, first user details are 

retrieved and a new user profile is created with the same demographics. Then, for each event the 
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user has done during the test, the influence of this event on the recommendations is simulated. The 

RateContent event is replayed as in the previous process, but the other events are processed in a 

slightly different way. The type of event determines the value a recommendation score should be 

adjusted with. For example, if an AddToFavorites event occurs for a particular TV program, then the 

recommendation score for that TV program is calculated and this recommendation score should be 

increased with 0.5. Furthermore, the adjusted recommendation score should be above a certain 

lowerbound and below a certain upperbound. The lowerbound and upperbound are at least the 

lowest value and at most the highest value possible that iFanzy can process and define the bounds in 

which an increased recommendation score should lie. Thus if the increased recommendation score is 

below the lowerbound, this value becomes the lowerbound. On the other hand, if the adjusted 

recommendation score is above the upperbound, this value becomes the upperbound. The influence 

of implicit feedback, which contains the value described above, is simulated by a RateContent event. 

This is because it was not allowed to adjust the current recommendations algorithm of iFanzy and 

because a RateContent event is the only event that can be used to give feedback to the iFanzy 

recommender system.  

 

Figure 4-19: Average MAE calculation for a user - explicit and implicit feedback 

The following procedure shows the simulation of the influence of implicit feedback: 

, ,
(min( , max( , )))u p u p etrateContent ub lb recScore infl+  

Equation 2: Event influence 

Where u is the user that caused the event, p is the TV program related to the event and recScoreu,p is 

the recommendation score iFanzy calculated for TV program p and user u at the moment the event 

occurred. The calculated recommendations score recScoreu,p is adjusted with inflet , which is the 

influence the occurred event should have on the recommendations. This influence depends on the 

event type et of the occurred event. If the adjusted recommendations score is below the lowerbound 

lb, then the value becomes the value of the lowerbound. If the adjusted value is above the 

upperbound ub, then the value becomes the upperbound. Finally, a RateContent is performed with 

the calculated value for user u and TV program p. Thus besides the current recommendation score of 

the TV program related to the occurred event, the influence of implicit feedback also depends on: 

• The influence of the occurred event inflet, which depends on the event type et of the 

occurred event; 

• The minimal value a recommendation score should be when an event related to implicit 

feedback occurs, the lowerbound lb. 

• The maximal value a recommendation score should be when an event related to implicit 

feedback occurs, the upperboud ub. 
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After the influences of all events are simulated, the MAE is calculated. Thus the MAE is only 

calculated at the end of the process and not after each replayed event. This is done to save time 

because retrieving recommendations for TV programs from iFanzy is rather time consuming. The 

process is visualized in Figure 4-19.j 

Because of the limited resources that were available for this research a selection of events that 

represent implicit feedback was needed. The SetRanking event is related to TV channels while most 

other events are related to TV programs. To make the simulation process less complex, the 

SetRanking event is not taken into account. Also the SearchContent event is not related directly to a 

TV program but is related to a search string. This event is also ignored in the simulation. As shown 

before, the remove events were corrective events and therefore these events, together with their 

corresponding add events are not taken into account in the simulation. The following event types 

that are considered as implicit feedback participate in the simulations: 

• AddToFavorites 

• AddToSelection 

• AddToReminders 

• AddToRecordings 

• AddToWatched 

For each simulation the lowerbound (lb), upperbound (ub) and the level of influence (inflet) implicit 

feedback has on the recommendations have to be set. The settings of these parameters are rather 

experimental. In particular for the first simulation run because there are no results from previous 

runs to compare the outcomes with. After evaluation of the results from the first run, there can be 

some indicators about what values to choose for the parameters in the next run. There are some 

specifications lb and ub should satisfy, these are:  

0 10lb ub≤ ≤ ≤  

Equation 3: Lowerbound and upperbound 

The values for lb and ub should be between 0 and 10 because rating values and recommendation 

scores are between 0 and 10. Furthermore, the upperbound ub is always greater or equal to the 

lowerbound lb. 

To get a first indication about what values should be chosen for lb and ub, implicit feedback on TV 

programs by a user are compared with RateContent events on these programs by the same user.  
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The results are shown in Table 4-5 ordered by average rating of users that also performed certain 

type of event on the same TV program:   

Table 4-5: Event types with rating values on the same TV program 

Event type Number of events Average rating 

AddToFavorites 55 8.45 

AddToReminders 21 8.19 

AddToRecordings 29 7.83 

AddToWatched 79 7.54 

AddToSelection 95 6.50 

 

It turns out that event types considered as implicit feedback do also get high ratings, an average of 

7.70 on a scale from 0 to 10. This indicates that lb and ub could also have rather high values.  

The value of inflet depends on the type of event et that occurred, where  

et ∈ {AddToFavorites, AddToSelection, AddToReminders, AddToRecordings, AddToWatched} 

Therefore, in each run a set of inflet values is used in the simulation. Thus for each user, the MAE is 

calculated for each combination of inflet values. For example, if inflet∈ {0,1} then there are 32 possible 

combinations (5 event types, 2 values = 2
5
 = 32 combinations). Table 4-6 visualizes this example. 

Table 4-6: Example possible combinations event type influence 

 

Combination 

Event influence (inlfet) 

AddToFavorites AddToSelection AddToReminders AddToRecordings AddToWatched 

1 0 0 0 0 0 

2 0 0 0 0 +1 

3 0 0 0 +1 0 

… … … … … … 

31 +1 +1 +1 +1 0 

32 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 

 

This means that in combination 1, none of the events has influence, in combination 2 only 

the event of type AddToWatched has influence of +1 and so on.  

Several simulation runs with different settings of the parameters are done. The questions to be 

answered were: 

• What is the optimal combination of event type influence for generating the most accurate 

recommendations when implicit feedback is taken into account? 

• Do the recommendations improve by taken implicit feedback into account? 
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The settings and results of the run, where only implicit feedback is taken into account, with the best 

outcomes are described below. The settings that were used as input for the simulation run that 

resulted in the lowest MAE value when only implicit feedback is taken into account were: 

• Set of possible values event influence for each event type: inflet ∈ {0,0.67, 1.33, 2} 

• Lowerbound: lb = 7  

• Upperbound: ub = 10 

The best combination of inflet is the combination which is responsible for the lowest average MAE 

value after all implicit feedback events are replayed. To gain insight in the level of influence each 

event type has on the generated recommendations, the distribution of the values of inflet for the best 

combination and for the top 25 combinations are calculated and shown in Table 4-7 and Figure 4-20. 

Results of simulation runs with other settings of the parameters can be found in Appendix G. 

Table 4-7: Event influence (inlfet) - implicit feedback 

 Event type (et) 

AddToFavorites AddToSelection AddToReminders AddToRecordings AddToWatched 

Best 0.666667 0.666667 0 0.666667 0.666667 

Top 25 (avg) 0.746666 0.773333 0.373333 0.773333 0.773333 

 

 

Figure 4-20: Event influence (inlfet) - implicit feedback 

The distributions of the event influences with the best setting and with the top 25 settings show 

similarities. The AddToReminders event in both distributions is the least dominant. Furthermore, 

all the other events show more or less equal influence in both distributions.  

The hypothesis to be tested was: 

Himplicit: The accuracy of the recommendations generated by iFanzy improves when implicit feedback 

given by users influences the recommendations. 
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The average MAE of the cold start recommendations is compared with the average MAE of the 

recommendations after all implicit feedback events are replayed. The average MAE of the cold start 

recommendations is 2.50. When only implicit feedback events were taken into account, the average 

MAE decreased to 2.14. This is an improvement of the average MAE of 14.5%. 

To test if this improvement is significant a matched-pairs t-test is performed. Thus the first sample 

contains the MAE’s of the cold start recommendations. The second sample contains the MAE’s after 

all implicit feedback events are replayed.  

Null hypothesis Alternative hypothesis 

0dµ =  0dµ >  

 

Characteristics of the two samples: 

 MAE of cold start 

recommendations 

MAE of recommendations 

after implicit feedback 

Mean µ  2.5043 2.1409 

Standard error SE  0.0720 0.0846 

Standard deviation s  0.5239 0.6159 

Minimum 1.3378 0.94 

Maximum 3.5750 3.65 

Count 53 53 

Characteristics of the differences of the samples: 

Mean dµ  0.3434 

Standard error dSE  0.0654 

Standard deviation ds  0.4761 

Degrees of freedom 52 

t-score t  5.5572 

P-value ( 5.5572)P t >  4.7708E-7 

  

Since the P-value (4.7708E-7) is smaller than the significance level of 95% (α = 0.05), the null 

hypothesis can be rejected. The average MAE is significantly improved and thus the alternative 

hypothesis holds. We can conclude that Himplicit holds, thus the accuracy of the recommendations 

generated by iFanzy improves when implicit feedback given by users is taken into account 

If only implicit feedback is taken into account, 38 of the 53 users in the sample (72%) showed an 

improvement in the MAE value for the best settings. Assuming that the sample is a good 

representation of the population, the confidence interval for a population proportion as described in 

[15] is calculated. With a confidence level of 95%, it can be said that 58% to 82% of the population 

should show an improvement in the MAE value. 
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Influence of explicit and implicit feedback events together on the recommendations 

When all feedback, explicit and implicit, is taken into account, several simulation runs with different 

settings of the parameters are done. The questions to be answered were: 

• What is the optimal combination of event type influence for generating the most accurate 

recommendations when explicit and implicit feedback are taken into account? 

• Do the recommendations improve by taken both explicit and implicit feedback into account? 

The settings and results of the run, where only implicit feedback is taken into account, with the best 

outcomes are described below. The settings that were used as input for the simulation run that 

resulted in the lowest MAE value when only implicit feedback is taken into account were: 

• Set of possible values event influence for each event type: inflet ∈ {0,0.67, 1.33, 2} 

• Lowerbound: lb = 7  

• Upperbound: ub = 10 

The best combination of inflet is the combination which is responsible for the lowest average MAE 

value after all implicit feedback events are replayed. To gain insight in the level of influence each 

event type has on the generated recommendations, the distribution of the values of inflet for the best 

combination and for the top 25 combinations are calculated and shown inTable 4-8 and Figure 4-21. 

Results of simulation runs with other settings of the parameters can be found in Appendix G. 

Table 4-8: Event influence (inlfet) - explicit and implicit feedback 

  Event type (et) 

AddToFavorites AddToSelection AddToReminders AddToRecordings AddToWatched 

Best 0.666666 0.666666 0 0.666666 0.666666 

Top 25 (avg) 1.4133334 0.346666 0.586666 0.773333 0.693333 

  

 

Figure 4-21: Event influence (inlfet) - explicit and implicit feedback 
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The distributions of the event influences with the best setting and with the top 25 settings show 

differences. The AddToReminders event does not influence the MAE positively with the best 

settings. However, the top 25 settings show that this event does influence the MAE positively, even 

more than the AddToSelection event. Furthermore, the most dominant event type 

(AddToFavorites) and the least dominant event type (AddToSelection) are much clearer in 

the top 25 distribution in than in the best setting distribution. 

The hypothesis to be tested was: 

Hexplicit+implicit: The accuracy of the recommendations generated by iFanzy improves when both explicit 

and implicit feedback given by users influences the recommendations. 

The average MAE of the cold start recommendations is compared with the average MAE of the 

recommendations after all explicit and implicit feedback events are replayed. The average MAE of 

the cold start recommendations is 2.50. When explicit and implicit feedback events were taken into 

account, the average MAE decreased to 1.86. This is an improvement of the average MAE of 25.6%. 

To test if this improvement is significant a matched-pairs t-test is performed. Thus the first sample 

contains the MAE’s of the cold start recommendations. The second sample contains the MAE’s after 

all explicit and implicit feedback events are replayed. 

Null hypothesis Alternative hypothesis 

0dµ =  0dµ >  

 

Characteristics of the two samples: 

 MAE of cold start 

recommendations 

MAE  of recommendations 

after both explicit and implicit 

feedback 

Mean µ  2.5043 1.8559 

Standard error SE  0.0720 0.0836 

Standard deviation s  0.5239 0.6087 

Minimum 1.3378 0.8846 

Maximum 3.5750 3.4625 

Count 53 53 

 

Characteristics of the differences of the samples: 

Mean dµ  0.6484 

Standard error dSE  0.0674 

Standard deviation ds  0.5770 

Degrees of freedom 52 

t-score t  9.6228 

P-value ( 9.6228)P t >  1.9273E-13 
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Since the P-value (1.9273E-13) is smaller than the significance level of 95% (0.05), the null hypothesis 

can be rejected. The average MAE is significantly improved and thus the alternative hypothesis holds. 

We can conclude that Hexplicit+implicit holds, thus the accuracy of the recommendations generated by 

iFanzy improves when both explicit and implicit feedback given by users is taken into account 

If both, explicit and implicit feedback are taken into account, 50 of the 53 users in the sample (94%) 

showed an improvement in the MAE value for the best settings. Assuming that the sample is a good 

representation of the population, the confidence interval for a population proportion as described in 

[15] is calculated. With a confidence level of 95%, it can be said that 84% to 99% of the population 

should show an improvement in the MAE value. 

The results in this section are summarized in section 4.5.3. 

4.5.4. Summary of results 

Questionnaire 

More than half of the 53 users (55.8%) were more satisfied about the generated recommendations 

at the end of the user test in comparison with the recommendations generated at the beginning of 

the test. However, a part of the user (17.9%) was less satisfied about the recommendation at the end 

in comparison with the recommendations at the beginning.  

Improvement 55.8% 
No improvement or deterioration 26.3% 
Deterioration 17.9% 
 

Typical user behavior 

The RateContent event occurred most often during the test. This event is the only event which is 

considered as explicit feedback and it represents 44% of all collected events. The other 56% is 

divided over the events that represent implicit feedback. Corrective events, remove events that 

occur in a very short period of time after the corresponding add event, did not occur often (2%). 

Event type 
Percentage 

of total 

Explicit 

feedback 

Implicit 

feedback 

Corrective 

event 

RateContent 44% X   

AddToSelection 11% 
 

X  

AddToWatched 10% 
 

X  

SearchContent 9% 
 

X  

ChangeChannelOrder 7% 
 

X  

AddToFavoritess 6% 
 

X  

AddToRecordings 6% 
 

X  

AddToReminders 5% 
 

X  

RemoveSelection <1% 
 

X X 

RemoveWatched <1% 
 

X X 

RemoveFavorites <1% 
 

X X 

RemoveRecording <1% 
 

X X 

RemoveReminder <1% 
 

X X 
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Analysis of the rating values given by the users during the test showed that 60% of the ratings were 

given to TV programs the users were interested in. These ratings had a rating value of at least 6 to 

indicate the program should be represented as a recommendation at the iFanzy Web application.  

Influence of events 

To measure the accuracy of the generated recommendations by iFanzy, the MAE is used. The MAE is 

a quantity to measure how close recommendations are to user ratings. A lower MAE means a higher 

accuracy. The average MAE decreased as the number of ratings users gave increased. However, the 

value at which the average MAE decreased deteriorated as the number of ratings users gave 

increased. The MAE is expressed on a scale from 0 to 10. 

The average MAE of the cold start recommendations is 2.50.  

When only explicit feedback events were taken into account, the average MAE decreased from 2.50 

for the cold start recommendations to 1.93. This is an improvement of the average MAE of 22.8%. 

Assuming the sample is a good representation of the population, we can be 95% confident that 77% 

to 95% of the population should show an improvement in the MAE value.  

When only implicit feedback events were taken into account, the average MAE decreased from 2.50 

for the cold start recommendations to 2.14. This is an improvement of the average MAE of 14.5%. 

Assuming the sample is a good representation of the population, we can be 95% confident that 58% 

to 82% of the population should show an improvement in the MAE value. 

The setting of the parameters which was responsible for the best and top 25 MAE values:  

Minimal value for adjusted recommendation score (lowerbound lb): 7 

Maximal value for adjusted recommendation score (upperbound ub): 10 

Possible Influence weights (inlfet): {0, 0.67, 1.33, 2} 

 

Event type (et) Influence (inlfet) best MAE 
Average influence (inlfet) 

top 25 MAE 

AddToFavorites 1.33 0.75 

AddToSelection 0.67 0.77 

AddToReminders 0 0.37 

AddToRecordings 0.67 0.77 

AddToWatched 0.67 0.77 

 

When both explicit and implicit feedback events were taken into account, the average MAE 

decreased from 2.50 for the cold start recommendations to 1.86. This is an improvement of the 

average MAE of 25.6%. Assuming the sample is a good representation of the population, we can be 

95% confident that 84% to 99% of the population should show an improvement in the MAE value. 
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The setting of the parameters which was responsible for the best and top 25 MAE values:  

Minimal value for adjusted recommendation score (lowerbound lb): 7 

Maximal value for adjusted recommendation score (upperbound ub): 10 

Possible Influence weights (inlfet): 0, 0.67, 1.33, 2 

 

Event type (et) Influence (inlfet) best MAE 
Average influence (inlfet) 

top 25 MAE 

AddToFavorites 0.67 1.41 

AddToSelection 0.67 0.35 

AddToReminders 0 0.59 

AddToRecordings 0.67 0.77 

AddToWatched 0.67 0.69 

 

Answers to the research questions 

In this section we summarize the answers to the research questions (see section 1.6). 

1.1 What is typical user behavior of iFanzy users? 

Typical user behavior of iFanzy users was identified in the analysis of the collected data in the user 

test. User behavior heavily depends on the functionalities defined in section 2.2. The results of the 

evaluation showed that some events, that represent user behavior, did occur more often than other 

events. The only event which represented explicit feedback was the RateContent event. This event 

occurred most often, 44% of all collected events. The other 56%, implicit feedback events, did 

include corrective events which accounted for less than 1% of the total number of collected events. 

The implicit event that occurred most often, with 11% of all implicit feedback events, was the 

AddToSelection event.  

1. Can the recommendations iFanzy generates be improved by extending the iFanzy user model with 

behavior?  

The results of the questionnaire showed that globally users were satisfied with the evolution of the 

recommendations generated by iFanzy without the extended user model. The results of the 

questionnaire showed that 55.8% of the users were more satisfied with the recommendations at the 

end of the test in comparison with the recommendations at the beginning of the test. This 

improvement is confirmed by the calculated accuracy of the recommendations in this research. The 

accuracy of the recommendations generated by iFanzy improved with 22.8% when explicit feedback 

events were taken into account. This research also showed that the accuracy was improved even 

more with 25.6% by taking into account also implicit feedback events. Even when only implicit 

feedback events were taken into account, the accuracy improved with 14.5%. Thus, explicit feedback 

events have more influence on the recommendations than implicit feedback events. Implicit 

feedback events could complement explicit feedback events. For users that do not rate many TV 

programs, implicit feedback events is a good replacement for improving the recommendations. 

However, the improvement will be smaller than when more explicit feedback is given.  

2. Can the recommendations iFanzy generates be improved by extending the iFanzy user model with 

user interests from 3
rd

 party applications? 
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The influence of user interests from 3
rd

 party applications is not evaluated due to the time 

constraints of this master project. In section 2.6 and 3.4.1 we have shown how user interests from a 

3
rd

 party application can be imported into iFanzy as a first step in the process of answering this 

research question. 

4.6. Discussion 

We evaluated the influence explicit and implicit feedback given by users could have on the 

recommendations generated by iFanzy. Although we showed that the accuracy of the 

recommendations improves when both explicit and implicit feedback are taken into account, the 

methods and techniques used in this evaluation and user test have some limitations which could 

influence the validity of the results. In this section these limitations are addressed.  

Limitations of pseudo realistic situation 

The collected user behavior during the user test might not represent the typical user behavior of an 

iFanzy user. First of all, the test users knew they participated in a test and therefore their behavior 

was probably influenced by this knowledge. Furthermore the test settings probably influenced the 

behavior of the users. The users were asked to participate actively in the test for a period of three 

weeks and on top of that they were asked to perform some specific tasks. These tasks were designed 

to stimulate specific types of events and therefore events of these types occurred probably more 

often than events of types that were not stimulated. On one hand this probably influenced the total 

number of events collected positively, on the other hand it did not stimulate normal user behavior. 

Another aspect that could influence the behavior of a user is that during the user test only user 

ratings were taken into account while generating recommendations. Thus user could only notice a 

change in recommendations while performing ratings. This could influence the number of ratings and 

other actions done by users. 

Limitations of the iFanzy Web application 

The iFanzy Web application has some limitations, preventing accurate conclusions. Some user actions 

performed on the iFanzy Web application were fictive due to technical constraints. For example, 

setting a recording did not actually record a TV program (it was a place holder for this function). 

Another weakness of the iFanzy Web application is that users had to manually indicate that they 

watched a TV program, and moreover we could not collect any data about the concrete segments of 

the programs potentially watched. Thus, no distinction between watching a TV program from the 

beginning to the end and watching a small part of the TV program could have been made. Watching 

the whole program probably indicates that a user has more interest in the program than when he 

watched only a small part. Furthermore, it takes extra effort of users to indicate which TV programs 

they watched. Therefore, users probably users did not indicate all programs they watched.  

Monitoring watching behavior directly and unobtrusively would probably lead to a more accurate 

indicator for user interests. However, this was not possible in the iFanzy Web application.  

Limitations of convenience sampling 

There is always the question of reliability by using quantitative studies. First of all there are issues 

considering the user sampling technique in this research. By using convenience sampling, the sample 

has not been selected randomly and therefore it is difficult to claim that it is representative for a 

larger population. To lessen the impact of non-randomness, approached persons for the user test 

were chosen with care. This means that while approaching potential users, gender, age and level of 
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education were taken into account. The more the sample represents the target population, the more 

reliable the results are. In this research the gender, age and level of education distributions of the 

sample and the population showed some differences. In comparison with the population, the sample 

consisted of more males, 58% versus 51%, and more higher educated people, 87% versus 28%. In the 

population, age is more evenly distributed than in the sample. The reliability of the results depends 

also on the activity of the users.  

Limitations of the sample size 

The number of users should be large enough to increase the level of certainty of the conclusions. The 

larger the number of users participating in the test, the more reliable the results will be. The 

population consists of 1,500,3000 while there were 53 users that participated in the test. The small 

number of test users had a negative influence on the confidence intervals of the results. The larger 

the sample is, the smaller the confidence interval will be. For example, we found that we can be 95% 

confident that 84% to 99% of the population should show an improvement in the MAE value when 

both explicit and implicit feedback is taken into account. If we had a sample size of 1000 users and 

the same proportion of the sample showed an improvement in the MAE value, we could conclude 

with 95% confidence that 93% to 96% of the population should show an improvement in the MAE 

value. This is a decrease of the confidence interval from 7.34% to 1.45%. 

Future work 

In this project we showed that extending the user model of iFanzy with user behavior improves the 

recommendations iFanzy generates. However, one aspect related to user behavior was not taken 

into account, the context in which a user performs a certain action. The context characterizes the 

situation of a user. In section 2.4 we described which characteristics of the situation of the user are 

relevant for iFanzy and showed how context is integrated in the iFanzy user model. However, the 

context, in which a certain action occurs, does not have any effect on the influence this action has on 

the recommendations iFanzy generates.  For example, a user only watches horror movies in the 

evening, but iFanzy also recommends them in the morning. The user could interpret this as a strange 

recommendation. iFanzy shows this behavior, because it does not take into account the context 

(including temporal aspects) of observed user actions while generating recommendations. In future 

work, context could be taken into consideration when recommendations are influenced by user 

actions. 

Another aspect that is underexposed in this project is the evaluation of the Hyves grabber service 

described in section 3.4.1. The implemented Hyves grabber service is not evaluated yet. There are 

two main areas that are open for evaluation with respect to importing user interests and mapping 

these interests to concepts in iFanzy. (1) The level of coverage of the instances mapping. Which 

percentage of the grabbed interest strings from Hyves can be mapped to existing iFanzy concepts? 

(2) Can the imported interests from Hyves actually improve the recommendation iFanzy generates? 
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5. Related work 

There has been a number of recommender systems developed in the TV domain to manage the 

expansion of TV content and to provide personalization. These recommenders use various filtering 

strategies and incorporate different approaches to collect user interests. For example, [16] uses 

collaborative filtering techniques to recommend movies to its users and the generated 

recommendations only depend on ratings users have given to movies. [17] is another example of a 

recommender which only takes explicit feedback into account. It is a hybrid recommender system 

based on collaborative and content-based filtering techniques, where users explicitly indicate their 

interest in watched TV programs, TV channels, and genres, and it infers interests in other TV 

programs. However, relying on explicit feedback acquires an active user involvement in the system 

which not all users are pleased with. According to [2], also taking implicit feedback into account in 

recommender systems could be a solution to the problems of acquiring explicit ratings. In the TV 

domain, implicit feedback is often related to TV watching behavior. For example, besides ratings, [18] 

does also take zapping behavior into account in their recommendation strategy for TV programs. In 

[19], users can also give ratings to TV programs and an implicit rating happens when the user choose 

to record a previously unrated TV program. iFanzy makes use of both explicit and implicit feedback. 

Users of iFanzy can give explicit feedback by providing ratings to TV programs. Besides that, we make 

extensively use of implicit feedback to gain knowledge about the preferences and interests of users 

by observing their behavior on various devices.  

Another problem with recommender systems that are solely based on collaborative or content-based 

filtering is the cold start problem. This problem arises when the system cannot generate accurate 

recommendations for users who have rated no or very few items previously. This is often the case 

when a new user enters the system. [20] solves this problem by requesting its users to fill out a 

questionnaire when they register at the TV program recommender. The questionnaire is to gain 

knowledge about demographic data, interests and activities, and program category preferences of its 

users. This data is used to classify users into viewing groups from which already some information 

about their interests is known, this approach is also known as demographic filtering. iFanzy does also 

cope with the cold start problem by using demographic filtering techniques. However, in iFanzy users 

have only to provide some personal information, i.e. age, gender and level of education, to be able to 

retrieve recommendations from the start.  

To gain more knowledge about users, also data available in 3
rd

 party applications could be a source of 

information. This information can be imported into the recommender system and can be used to get 

an indication about the interests of a user which helps to cope with the cold start problem. In [21] 

the 3
rd

 party application LinkedIn is used to aggregate ratings based on the structure of the LinkedIn 

social network. The network is used to calculate the neighborhood of the users, where the distance 

between users in the LinkedIn network is used to weight ratings of users in the neighborhood. Hence, 

individuals who have a direct relation with a user will have a distance of 1, those that are friends of 

individuals who have direct relation with a user will have a distance of 2, and so on. We also use a 

social network, Hyves, to extend the knowledge iFanzy has about his users. However, the interests 

the users provide on their user profile page are used and not the relations between users in the 

social network. To import user interests from Hyves, we map interest strings on a Hyves user profile 
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page to concepts in iFanzy. This enables us to take advantage of the underlying semantic 

relationships. 

[22] presents a recommender system of personalized TV content based on semantic reasoning about 

user preferences and historical logs. It uses Semantic Web technologies and the TV-Anytime standard 

to describe TV contents. They defined a query language, LIKO, to reason about classes and properties 

contained in the TV ontology, which is based on the TV-Anytime specification. iFanzy does use the 

same approach by defining a TV ontology based on the TV-Anytime specification. Besides that, our 

ontology is enriched with domain specific ontologies as OWL Time, GeoNames and FOAF. By making 

datasets available in RDF and interlink them, we respond to the prerequisites of a functioning 

Semantic Web as described in [23]. The W3C SWEO community project Linking Open Data is pursuing 

this avenue, and has published several large interlinked RDF datasets on the Web. 

[24] [25] and [26] plead for a generic user model in personalization systems. [24] proposes a general 

framework and specific methodologies for enhancing the accuracy of user modeling in recommender 

systems by importing and integrating data collected by other recommender systems. [25] focuses on 

creating a common ontology for a uniform representation of distributed user models. Also [26] uses 

Semantic Web technology to support the exchange of user data between applications. The presented 

generic user model component (GUC) provides user model storage facilities for applications. iFanzy 

could benefit from using a uniform user model representation, because the mapping of user interests 

from a 3
rd

 party applications into iFanzy should not be needed anymore if both applications share the 

same user model representation. However, due to lack of standards in the representation of user 

models, privacy issues and commercial competition, systems develop their own specific user models 

[27]. 

According to [28], recommender systems that do not take situational information into account when 

making recommendations, seriously limits the relevance of the results. They advocate context-

awareness as a promising approach to enhance the performance of recommenders. In [29], context 

and context-awareness are defined as:  

“Context is any information that can be used to characterise the situation of an entity. An entity is a 

person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an 

application, including the user and applications themselves. A system is context-aware if it uses 

context to provide relevant information and/or services to the user, where relevancy depends on the 

user’s task.”  

In the TV domain there are several recommender systems that do take context into account. [30] 

describes a context with temporal conditions, represented by two variables encoding respectively 

the 7 days of the week and the 5 intervals of time in which the day can be subdivided, like morning 

and noon. Every action a user does on a TV program, like playing a TV program or recording a 

program, is related to a context and provides evidence about the preferences of a user in this specific 

context. In [20], contextual information which influences the recommendations consists of the mood 

and viewing behavior of a user. The described viewing context module records a user’s viewing 

behaviors under different moods. The recorded viewing behavior contains information such as the 

channel number, the viewing time, and the duration of viewing on of each channel. Users can 

indicate their mood by pressing the “mood buttons” built into their remote control. The 

recommendations iFanzy generates could also improve when taking context into account. In our 
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approach, every action a user does is related to a specific context. This context consists of Time 

(when the action was performed), Location (where the action was performed), Platform (on which 

the action was performed) and Audience (which users were part of the action). Context has been 

integrated into the design of iFanzy. However, it is not yet taken into account when 

recommendations are generated. 
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Appendix A: iFanzy Web application 

In this appendix several screenshots of the iFanzy Web application are given. The main sections of 

the iFanzy Web application are “Home” (Homepage), “TV-Gids” (TV Guide), “Mijn TV-Gids” (My TV 

Guide), “Mijn Profiel” (My Profile) and “Zoeken” (Search). For each of these sections, one or more 

screenshots are shown. The screenshots were taken from the beta iFanzy web application 

(http://www.ifanzy.nl) and the iFanzy Web application we developed for the user test 

(http://usertest.ifanzy.nl.) 

Homepage 

The figure below shows the starting page of the iFanzy Web application. At the top three movie tips 

are shown.  Each of these movies is broadcasted on TV today and its movie trailer can be watched by 

clicking on the movie title. Currently the movie trailer of the movie “Two Weeks Notice” is shown. 

The number at the right side of the movie title represents the recommendations score iFanzy has 

calculated for this movie. In the middle a small EPG is shown, which shows what is currently 

broadcasted. The drop-down box can be used to select three other TV channels. Next to this EPG, the 

user can perform a search with a keyword. A tag cloud shows the most popular keywords used in the 

search and the user can click on one of these keywords to directly perform a search with it. At the 

bottom, the TV program and movie tips of the user are shown. All these tips are broadcasted at TV 

today and they are ordered by the recommendation score iFanzy calculated for each of them.  In the 

middle, the tasks a user should perform during the user test are shown.  
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TV Guide 

The figure below shows the “TV-Gids” (TV Guide). It shows all TV programs broadcasted at the 

selected date and time on all TV channels available in iFanzy. The color of a TV program indicates 

whether it is a recommendation. The color of the recommendations varies from soft yellow (6) to 

strong orange (10), indicating how well these TV programs match the interests of a user. Various 

symbols are used to indicate additional properties of a TV program. In the figure, the red heart 

indicates that the TV program is a favorite TV program of the user. The black “Film” symbol indicates 

that the TV program is a movie. A user can change the order at which the TV channels are shown in 

the TV guide by dragging them to a new position.  
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When a user clicks on a TV program, the details of this TV program are shown. The figure below 

shows an example. The rating bar (in the white box on the left side) can be used to give the TV 

program a rating. Below the rating bar, the trailer of this TV program is shown together with some 

additional information. A user can do various kinds of action on the TV program by clicking on the 

icons in the white box on the right side. From left to right these icons are related to: My Selection, 

Favorites, Watched, Reminders and Recordings. 

 The appearance of a specific icon depends on the action a user can do. Imagine that a user would 

like to set a reminder for a TV program. This can be done by clicking on the  icon. The icon turns 

into . If the reminder is set and the user would like to remove the reminder, then he clicks the icon 

and it turns into  again. However, if the TV program is already broadcasted, these actions are not 

possible and the icon turns into  to indicate that the actions are disabled.  
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My TV Guide 

The figure below shows “Mijn TV-Gids” (My TV Guide). It shows the personal TV program planner of 

the user. This view shows only the TV channels with recommended TV programs or with TV programs 

the user has added to his MySelection. The TV programs the user has added to his MySelection are 

colored blue. 

 

My profile – my information 

The figure below shows “Mijn Gegevens” (My Information). This view shows the personal 

information the user have provided to iFanzy. The user can edit his personal information using this 

Web page.  
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My Profile – My Ratings 

The figure belows shows “Mijn Waarderingen” (My Ratings). This Web page presents all ratings done 

by the user in a listed view. Also TV programs in “Mijn Selectie” (My Selection), “Mijn Favorieten” 

(My Favorites), “Mijn bekeken programma’s” (My Watched Programs), “Mijn herinneringen” (My 

Reminders) and “Mijn Opnamen” (My Recordings) can be viewed in a listed form in this section of 

the iFanzy Web application. 

 

Search 

The figure below shows the results of a search with keyword “tour de france” for TV programs which 

are broadcasted today and can have any possible genre. Thus the “Zoeken” (Search) tab offers more 

advanced search options to the user than the search box on the homepage. The user can specify a 

keyword, select a genre the TV program should have and specify the day and time the TV program is 

broadcasted.   
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Relations between assertions and resources 

The figure below shows for each type of assertion to what type of resource it can be related. For 

example, a user can only add a TV program to his MySelection. Therefore, the IFZ:Selection is 

only related to IFZ:Program via the IFZ:onProgram relation, which is a subProperty if 

IFZ:onResource relaton. 

 

 

Literals 

The figure below shows the data properties of the concepts in our design of the user model. For 

example, IFZ:Rating has property IFZ:ratingValue of type double, which holds the rating 

value a user has given to a particular TV program.  
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Appendix C: RDF text of iFanzy user model and event model 

In this appendix the RDF text of the iFanzy user model and event model is given.  

<rdf:RDF 

    xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 

    xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#" 

    xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#" 

    xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" >  

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#asserted"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Assertion"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Person"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#hasPreference"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Preference"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Person"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#onPlatform"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Reminder"/> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Context"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#propertyName"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Property"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#onPerson"> 

    <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#onResource"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Rating"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Favorite"/> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Person"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Liking"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#reminderFormat"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Reminder"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#likingValue"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#double"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Liking"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#remindTime"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2006/time#DateTimeDescription"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Reminder"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#onGenre"> 

    <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#onResource"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Rating"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Favorite"/> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://wwwis.win.tue.nl/~ppartout/Blu-IS/Ontologies/TV-

Anytime/PhaseI/Classifications/ContentCS.owl#GenreType"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Liking"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#hasTime"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2006/time#DateTimeDescription"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Context"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Favorite"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Assertion"/> 
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    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#username"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Person"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#dateOfBirth"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2006/time#DateTimeDescription"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Person"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#onProgramGroup"> 

    <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#onResource"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Reminder"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Recording"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Rating"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Favorite"/> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#ProgramGroup"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Liking"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Preference"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Property"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Event"> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Selection"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Assertion"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#forResource"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#Resource"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Event"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Program"> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#onProgram"> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Rating"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Watched"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Program"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Liking"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Favorite"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Recording"/> 

    <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#onResource"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Reminder"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Selection"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#onLocation"> 

    <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#onResource"/> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.GeoNames.com/geo#Location"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Liking"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#recordingStartTime"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2006/time#DateTimeDescription"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Recording"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#hasCharacteristic"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Characteristic"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Person"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#hasParticipant"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Person"/> 
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    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Context"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#eventType"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Event"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#onResource"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#Resource"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Assertion"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Context"> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#recordingEndTime"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2006/time#DateTimeDescription"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Recording"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#propertyValue"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Property"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Watched"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Assertion"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#rankingNumber"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#int"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Ranking"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Property"> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Reminder"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Assertion"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Person"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Person"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Ranking"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Assertion"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#ratingValue"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#double"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Rating"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#placeOfBirth"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.GeoNames.com/geo#Location"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Person"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#password"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Person"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#hasProperty"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Property"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Event"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Liking"> 
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    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Assertion"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Assertion"> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#propertyDatatype"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Property"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#levelOfEducation"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Person"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#DatatypeProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Characteristic"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Property"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#onPhysicalLocation"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.GeoNames.com/geo#Location"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Context"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#toAssertion"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Assertion"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Event"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Rating"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Assertion"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Recording"> 

    <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Assertion"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#ProgramGroup"> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#Class"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#onChannel"> 

    <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#onResource"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Rating"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Favorite"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Liking"/> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://wwwis.win.tue.nl/~ppartout/Blu-IS/Ontologies/TV-

Anytime/PhaseI/TVA.owl#ServiceInformationType"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Ranking"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

  <rdf:Description rdf:about="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#inContext"> 

    <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Context"/> 

    <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://www.ifanzy.nl/model#Event"/> 

    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#ObjectProperty"/> 

  </rdf:Description> 

</rdf:RDF> 
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Appendix D: Hyves API output 

This appendix shows the output of the Hyves API when it is used to retrieve the information of a 

Hyves profile.  The Hyves profile of the user with username “ikkerolandje” is retrieved. This profile is 

also used as an example in section 3.4.1 of the thesis. 

SimpleXMLElement Object 
( 
    [user] => SimpleXMLElement Object 
        ( 
            [userid] => 8f5fee3d90bd47f0 
            [profilevisible] => true 
            [scrapsvisible] => true 
            [displayname] => Roland 
            [nickname] => Roland 
            [firstname] => Roland 
            [lastname] => Schijvenaars 
            [gender] => male 
            [birthday] => SimpleXMLElement Object 
                ( 
                    [year] => 1982 
                    [month] => 2 
                    [day] => 10 
                    [age] => 27 
                ) 
 
            [friendscount] => 361 
            [url] => http://ikkerolandje.hyves.nl/ 
            [mediaid] => 4af73fe1d711833e 
            [countryid] => 9abd68047fbfbf9e 
            [cityid] => 42306b9c27357e7e 
            [created] => 1171321200 
            [languagelocale] => nl_NL 
            [countryname] => Netherlands 
            [cityname] => Roosendaal 
            [profilepicture] => SimpleXMLElement Object 
                ( 
                    [mediaid] => 4af73fe1d711833e 
                    [userid] => 8f5fee3d90bd47f0 
                    [title] => P1000208.JPG 
                    [description] => SimpleXMLElement Object 
                        ( 
                        ) 
 
                    [mediatype] => image 
                    [icon_small] => SimpleXMLElement Object 
                        ( 
                            [width] => 50 
                            [height] => 37 
                            [src] => http://94.100.115.35/97600001-97650000/97602801-
97602900/97602804_1_HAQE.jpeg 
                            [fancylayouttag] => SimpleXMLElement Object 
                                ( 
                                ) 
 
                        ) 
 
                    [icon_medium] => SimpleXMLElement Object 
                        ( 
                            [width] => 75 
                            [height] => 56 
                            [src] => http://94.100.115.35/97600001-97650000/97602801-
97602900/97602804_2_HAQE.jpeg 
                            [fancylayouttag] => [media id=97602804HAQE size=small] 
                        ) 
 
                    [icon_large] => SimpleXMLElement Object 
                        ( 
                            [width] => 120 
                            [height] => 90 
                            [src] => http://94.100.115.35/97600001-97650000/97602801-
97602900/97602804_3_HAQE.jpeg 
                            [fancylayouttag] => [media id=97602804HAQE size=medium] 
                        ) 
 
                    [icon_extralarge] => SimpleXMLElement Object 
                        ( 
                            [width] => 200 
                            [height] => 150 
                            [src] => http://94.100.115.35/97600001-97650000/97602801-
97602900/97602804_4_HAQE.jpeg 
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                            [fancylayouttag] => [media id=97602804HAQE size=large] 
                        ) 
 
                    [image] => SimpleXMLElement Object 
                        ( 
                            [width] => 500 
                            [height] => 375 
                            [src] => http://94.100.115.35/97600001-97650000/97602801-
97602900/97602804_5_HAQE.jpeg 
                            [fancylayouttag] => [media id=97602804HAQE size=xlarge] 
                        ) 
 
                    [image_fullscreen] => SimpleXMLElement Object 
                        ( 
                            [width] => 700 
                            [height] => 525 
                            [src] => http://94.100.115.35/97600001-97650000/97602801-
97602900/97602804_6_HAQE.jpeg 
                            [fancylayouttag] => SimpleXMLElement Object 
                                ( 
                                ) 
 
                        ) 
 
                    [square_large] => SimpleXMLElement Object 
                        ( 
                            [width] => 75 
                            [height] => 75 
                            [src] => http://94.100.115.35/97600001-97650000/97602801-
97602900/97602804_14_HAQE.jpeg 
                            [fancylayouttag] => SimpleXMLElement Object 
                                ( 
                                ) 
 
                        ) 
 
                    [square_extralarge] => SimpleXMLElement Object 
                        ( 
                            [width] => 120 
                            [height] => 120 
                            [src] => http://94.100.115.35/97600001-97650000/97602801-
97602900/97602804_16_HAQE.jpeg 
                            [fancylayouttag] => SimpleXMLElement Object 
                                ( 
                                ) 
 
                        ) 
 
                    [url] => http://ikkerolandje.hyves.nl/fotos/97602804/0/HAQE/ 
                    [created] => 1187630059 
                    [commentscount] => 0 
                    [respectscount] => 0 
                    [tags] => SimpleXMLElement Object 
                        ( 
                        ) 
 
                ) 
 
            [whitespaces] => SimpleXMLElement Object 
                ( 
                ) 
 
            [onmymind] => SimpleXMLElement Object 
                ( 
                ) 
 
            [scrapscount] => 839 
            [testimonialscount] => 0 
            [respectscount] => 0 
            [fancylayouttag] => [hyver=ikkerolandje]Roland[/hyver] 
        ) 
 
    [info] => SimpleXMLElement Object 
        ( 
            [timestamp_difference] => 0 
            [running_milliseconds] => 100 
            [secure_connection] => false 
        ) 
 
) 
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Appendix E: Overview of Hyves categories and subcategories 

This appendix gives a hierarchical overview of all predefined Hyves categories and subcategories. For 

each category and subcategory, a translation in English is given. 

Category Category  

In English 

Subcategory Subcategory 

In English 

Boeken Books (Zelf)Studie (Self) Study 

  Biografien Biographies 

  Business Business 

  Horror & Fantasy Horror & Fantasy 

  Koken Cooking 

  Literatuur Literature 

  Non-fictie Non-fiction 

  Overig Other 

  Thrillers Thriller 

Eten   Food Amerikaans American 

  BBQ BBQ 

  Chinees Chinese 

  Fastfood Fastfood 

  Frans French 

  Hollands Dutch 

  Indiaas Indian 

  Indonesisch Indonesian 

  Italiaans Italian 

  Japans Japanese 

  Mexicaans Mexican 

  Slowfood Slowfood 

  Spaans Spanish 

  Surinaams Surinamese 

  Thais Thai 

  Turks Turkish 

  Vegetarisch Vegetarian 

Film Movies Actie & adventure Action & Adventure 

  Documentaire Documentary 

  Drama Drama 

  Filmhuis Cinema 

  Horror & Fantasy Horror & Fantasy 

  Humor Humor 

  Romantiek Romance 

Gadgets Gadgets Digitale camera Digital camera 

  Mobiele telefoon Mobile phone 

  MP3-speler MP3 player 

  Overig Other 

Games   Games Actie Action 

  Adventure Adventure 

  Arcade Arcade 

  Bordspelen Board games 

  Gameconsole Gameconsole 

  Kaarten Playing cards 

  Overig Other 

Helden   Heroes Kunstenaars Artists 

  Literatuur Literature 
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  Muziek Music 

  Overig Other 

  Sport Sports 

  Theater Theater 

  Tv TV 

  Wetenschap Science 

Media   Media Kranten Newspapers 

  Radio Radio 

  Tijdschriften Magazines 

  Tv TV 

Muziek   Music Alternative Alternative 

  Blues Blues 

  Dance Dance 

  Electro Electro 

  Experimental Experimental 

  Funk & soul Funk & Soul 

  HipHop HipHop 

  Indie Indie 

  Jazz Jazz 

  Klassiek Classical 

  Metal Metal 

  Nederlandstalig Dutch spoken 

  Overig Other 

  Pop Pop 

  Punk Punk 

  R & B R & B 

  Reggae Reggae 

  Rock Rock 

  Techno Techno 

Overig   Other Alles Everything 

Reizen   Travelling Landen Countries 

  Regio's Regions 

  Soort reizen Type of travel 

  Steden Cities 

Sport   Sports Alles Everything 

Tv programma's TV programs Comedy Comedy 

  Documentaire Documentary 

  Reality Reality show 

  Serie Series 

  Soap Soap 

  sport Sport 

  Talkshow Talkshow 

  Steden Digital camera 

  Sport   Mobile phone 

  Alles MP3 player 

  Tv programma's  Other 

  Comedy Action 

  Documentaire Adventure 

  Reality Arcade 

  Serie Board games 

  Soap Game 

  sport Maps 

  Talkshow  Other 
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Appendix F: Mapping Hyves subcategories and sports to TV-Anytime genres 

In this appendix, the hand-made mappings from Hyves subcategories and sports to the TV-Anytime 

genres are given. The TV-Anytime genres are hierarchically structured. The unique identifier of a TV-

Anytime genre indicates the position of this genre in the hierarchy. For example, the genre “Sport” 

has unique identifier 3.2 and the genre “Motor sports” has unique identifier 3.2.8. The genre “Motor 

sports” is a subgenre of “Sport” because the unique identifier of “Motor sports” starts with the 

unique identifier of “Sports”.  

The TVA classification schemes used in the mappings are: 

• Format: This dimension is used to classify program as to their formal structure. (The unique 

identifiers of the TV-Anytime genres in this category start with 2) 

• Content: This dimension used to classify programs according to their content or subject. (The 

unique identifiers of the TV-Anytime genres in this category start with 3) 

For more information about the TV-Anytime specification see specification SP003V3 final.
44

 

Hyves category Hyves subcategories TV-Anytime genre 

Movies Action & Adventure 3.4.6 Action 

3.4.6.1. Adventure 

Documentary 2.1.4 Documentary 

Drama 3.4. 1 General light drama 

3.4.3 Romance 

3.4.4 Legal melodrama 

3.4.5 Medical melodrama 

Cinema 2.6 Movie 

Horror & Fantasy 3.4.6.6 Horror 

3.4.7 Fantasy/Fairy tale 

Humour 3.5.7 Comedy 

Romance 3.4.3 Romance 

Cartoon 2.3 CARTOON/ANIMATION/PUPPETRY 

Thriller 3.4.6.10 Thriller 

TV programs Comedy 3.5.7. Comedy 

Documentary 2.1.4 Documentary 

Reality 2.4.5 Reality show 

Series 2.8 Series 

Soap 3.4.2 Soap 

Talk show 2.1.5 Talk show 

Music Alternative 3.6.4.14.6 Alternative/Indie 

Blues 3.6.5.1 Blues 

Dance 3.6.8 Electronic/Club/Urban/Dance 

Electro 3.6.8 Electronic/Club/Urban/Dance 

Experimental 3.6.8.4.1 Progressive house 

Funk & soul  3.6.5.3 Soul 3.6.5.6 Funk 

HipHop 3.6.7.2 Hip Hop/Trip-Hop 

Indie 3.6.4.14.6 Alternative/Indie 

                                                           
44

 http://www.tv-anytime.org/ftp/index.html 
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Jazz 3.6.2 Jazz 

Classical 3.6.1 Classical music 

Metal 3.6.4.14.2 Metal 

Dutch spoken 3.6.9.5 Europe 

Other 3.6 MUSIC 

Pop 3.6.4 Pop-rock 

Punk 3.6.4.14.4 Punk Rock 

R & B 3.6.5.2 R and B 

Reggae 3.6.7.3 Reggae 

Rock 3.6.4.14 Rock 

Techno 3.6.8.3 Techno/Euro-Techno/Techno-industrial/Industrial 

3.6.8.4 House/Techno House 

 

 

Sports (In Dutch) TV-Anytime genre 

Atletiek  3.2.1 Athletics 

Veld atletiek  3.2.1.1 Field  

Baan atletiek 3.2.1.2 Track  

Gecombineerd atletiek 3.2.1.3 Combined athletics 

Gecombineerde atletiek  3.2.1.3 Combined athletics 

Hardlopen  3.2.1.4 Running 

Rennen  3.2.1.4 Running 

Cross-country  3.2.1.5 Cross-country 

Triatlon 3.2.1.6 Triathlon 

Fietsen 3.2.2 Cycling/bicycle 

Wielrennen 3.2.2 Cycling/bicycle 

Mountainbiken 3.2.2.1 Mountainbike 

Bicross  3.2.2.2 Bicross 

Fietscross 3.2.2.2 Bicross 

Indoor fietsen  3.2.2.3 Indoor cycling 

Indoor wielrennen  3.2.2.3 Indoor cycling 

Weg fietsen  3.2.2.4 Road Cycling 

Weg wielrennen  3.2.2.4 Road Cycling 

Teamsporten  3.2.3 Team sports  

Groepssporten  3.2.3 Team sports  

Ploegsporten  3.2.3 Team sports  

American footbal  3.2.3.1 Football (american) 

Amerikaans voetbal  3.2.3.1 Football (american) 

Australian football  3.2.3.2 Football (australian) 

Australisch voetbal  3.2.3.2 Football (australian) 

Galic football  3.2.3.3 Football (gaelic) 

Galisch voetbal  3.2.3.3 Football (gaelic) 

Indoor Football  3.2.3.4 Football (indoor) 

Futsal  3.2.3.4 Football (indoor) 

Indoor voetbal  3.2.3.4 Football (indoor) 
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Zaalvoetbal  3.2.3.4 Football (indoor) 

Strand voetbal  3.2.3.5 Beach soccer  

Bandy  3.2.3.6 Bandy 

Honkbal  3.2.3.7 Baseball 

Basketbal  3.2.3.8 Basketball 

Cricket   3.2.3.9 Cricket 

Croquet  3.2.3.10 Croquet 

Vuistbal  3.2.3.11 Faust ball 

Voetbal  3.2.3.12 Football (soccer) 

Handbal  3.2.3.13 Handball 

Hockey  3.2.3.14 Hockey 

Korfbal  3.2.3.15 Korfball 

Lacrosse  3.2.3.16 Lacrosse 

Netbal  3.2.3.17 Netball 

Rolschaatsen  3.2.3.18 Roller skating 

Rugby 3.2.3.19 Rugby 

Ruby vereniging  3.2.3.19.1 Rugby union 

Rugby league 3.2.3.19.2 Rugby league 

Softbal  3.2.3.20 Softball 

Volleybal 3.2.3.21 Volleyball 

Strand volley  3.2.3.22 Beach volley 

Strandvolleybal  3.2.3.22 Beach volley 

Hurling  3.2.3.23 Hurling 

Frisbee  3.2.3.24 Flying Disc/ Frisbee 

Kabadi  3.2.3.25 Kabadi 

Camogie  3.2.3.26 Camogie 

Shinty  3.2.3.27 Shinty 

Carmanachd  3.2.3.27 Shinty 

Straat voetbal  3.2.3.28 Street Soccer 

Racketsport  3.2.4 Racket sports 

Badminton  3.2.4.1 Badmington 

Racketbal  3.2.4.2 Racketball 

Minitennis  3.2.4.3 Short tennis 

Softtennis  3.2.4.4 Soft tennis 

Squash 3.2.4.5 Squash 

Tafeltennis  3.2.4.6 Table tennis 

Ping pong  3.2.4.6 Table tennis 

Tennis  3.2.4.7 Tennis 

Martial Arts  3.2.5 Martial Arts 

Aikido  3.2.5.1 Aikido 

Jai-alai  3.2.5.2 Jai-alai 

Judo  3.2.5.3 Judo 

Jui-jitsu  3.2.5.4 Ju-jitsu 

Karate   3.2.5.5 Karate 

Sumo worstelen  3.2.5.6 Sumo/Fighting games 
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Sambo  3.2.5.7 Sambo 

Taekwondo  3.2.5.8 Taekwondo 

Watersporten  3.2.6 Water sports 

Bodyboading  3.2.6.1 Body boarding 

Jacht zeilen  3.2.6.2 Yachting 

Kanovaren  3.2.6.3 Canoeing 

Kanoën  3.2.6.3 Canoeing 

Duiken  3.2.6.4 Diving 

Vissen  3.2.6.5 Fishing 

Sportvissen  3.2.6.5 Fishing 

Polo  3.2.6.6 Polo 

Roeien  3.2.6.7 Rowing 

Zeilen  3.2.6.8 Sailing 

Onderwater sport  3.2.6.9 Sub-aquatics 

Surfen 3.2.6.10 Surfing 

Zwemmen  3.2.6.11 Swimming 

Water polo  3.2.6.12 Water polo 

Waterskiën  3.2.6.13 Water skiing 

Windsurfen  3.2.6.14 Windsurfing 

Kitesurfen  3.2.6.14 Windsurfing 

Wintersporten  3.2.7 Winter sports 

Bobsleeën  3.2.7.1 Bobsleigh/tobogganing 

Curling  3.2.7.2 Curling 

IJshockey  3.2.7.3 Ice-hockey 

IJsschaatsen  3.2.7.4 Ice-skating 

Rodelen  3.2.7.5 Luge 

Schaatsen  3.2.7.6 Skating 

Skibob  3.2.7.7 Skibob 

Skiën 3.2.7.8 Skiing 

Sleehond sport  3.2.7.9 Sled dog 

Snowboarden 3.2.7.10 Snowboarding 

Alpine skiën  3.2.7.11 Alpine skiing 

Vrije stijl skiën  3.2.7.12 Freestyle skiing  

Inline schaatsen   3.2.7.13 Inline skating  

Langlaufen  3.2.7.14 Nordic skiing  

Ski springen  3.2.7.15 Ski jumping 

Snel schaatsen  3.2.7.16 Speed skating 

Kunstrijden  3.2.7.17 Figure skating 

IJsdansen  3.2.7.18 Ice-Dance 

Marathon schaatsen  3.2.7.19 Marathon 

Korte afstand schaatsen 3.2.7.20 Short-track 

Biatlon  3.2.7.21 Biathlon 

Motorsport  3.2.8 Motor sports 

Motor racen  3.2.8.1 Motor/auto racing 

Auto racen  3.2.8.1 Motor/auto racing 
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Motorboat racen  3.2.8.2 Motor boating/motor racing 

Speedboat racen  3.2.8.2 Motor boating/motor racing 

Motorrijden 3.2.8.3 Motor cycling 

Formule 1 3.2.8.4 Formula 1 

F1  3.2.8.4 Formula 1 

Indy auto  3.2.8.5 Indy car  

Karten 3.2.8.6 Karting 

Rally  3.2.8.7 Rally 

Autorally  3.2.8.7 Rally 

Truckrijden  3.2.8.8 Trucking 

Trekker trek  3.2.8.9 Tractor Pulling 

Sociale sporten  3.2.9 'Social' sports 

Biljart  3.2.9.1 Billiards  

Jeu de boules  3.2.9.2 Boules 

Bowlen 3.2.9.3 Bowling 

Schaken 3.2.9.4 Chess 

Dansen  3.2.9.5 Dance sport 

Stijldansen  3.2.9.5 Dance sport 

Streetdance  3.2.9.5 Dance sport 

Darten  3.2.9.6 Darts 

Poolen  3.2.9.7 Pool 

Snookeren  3.2.9.8 Snooker 

Touwtrekken  3.2.9.9 Tug-of-war 

Kaatsen  3.2.9.10 Balle Pelote 

Baskisch kaatsen  3.2.9.11 Basque Pelote 

Trickshot  3.2.9.12 Trickshot 

Turnen  3.2.10 Gymnastics  

Brug  3.2.10.1 Assymetric bars 

Balk  3.2.10.2 Beam 

Paard   3.2.10.3 Horse 

Mat  3.2.10.4 Mat 

Gelijke brug  3.2.10.5 Parallel bars 

Ringen  3.2.10.6 Rings 

Trampoline  3.2.10.7 Trampoline 

Paardrijden   3.2.11 Equestrian 

Mennen  3.2.11.1 Cart 

Dressuur  3.2.11.2 Dressage 

Paardrennen  3.2.11.3 Horse racing 

Polo  3.2.11.4 Polo 

Springen  3.2.11.5 Jumping 

Endurance  3.2.11.6 Crossing 

Aangespannen sport   3.2.11.7 Trotting 

Avontuurlijke sporten  3.2.12 Adventure sports 

Boogschieten  3.2.12.1 Archery 

Extreme sporten  3.2.12.2 Extreme sports 
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Bergbeklimmen  3.2.12.3 Mountaineering 

Klimmen  3.2.12.4 Climbing 

Wandklimmen  3.2.12.4 Climbing 

Oriëntatielopen  3.2.12.5 Orienteering 

Padvinden  3.2.12.5 Orienteering 

Schieten  3.2.12.6 Shooting 

Sport acrobatiek  3.2.12.7 Sport acrobatics 

Acrobatiek  3.2.12.7 Sport acrobatics 

Rafting  3.2.12.8 Rafting 

Wildwater varen  3.2.12.8 Rafting 

Speleologie  3.2.12.9 Caving 

Skateboarden  3.2.12.10 Skateboarding 

Trekking  3.2.12.11 Trekking 

Krachtsport  3.2.13 Strength-based sports 

Bodybuilding  3.2.13.1 Body-building 

Boksen  3.2.13.2 Boxing 

Vechtsporten 3.2.13.3 Combative sports 

Powerlifting  3.2.13.4 Power-lifting 

Gewichtheffen 3.2.13.5 Weight-lifting 

Worstelen  3.2.13.6 Wrestling 

Luchtsporten  3.2.14 Air sports 

Ballon varen  3.2.14.1 Ballooning 

Hang gliding  3.2.14.2 Hang gliding 

Sky diving  3.2.14.3 Sky diving 

Delta vliegen  3.2.14.4 Delta-plane 

Parachutespringen  3.2.14.5 Parachuting 

Vliegeren  3.2.14.6 Kiting 

Luchtvaart  3.2.14.7 Aeronautics 

Zweefvliegen  3.2.14.8 Gliding 

Vliegen  3.2.14.9 Flying  

Lucht acrobatiek  3.2.14.10 Aerobatics 

Kunstvliegen  3.2.14.10 Aerobatics 

Golf  3.2.15 Golf 

Schermen  3.2.16 Fencing 

Honden race  3.2.17 Dog racing 

Honden rennen  3.2.17 Dog racing 

Hengelen  3.2.18 Casting 

Maccabi  3.2.19 Maccabi 

Modern vijfkamp  3.2.20 Modern Pentathlon 

Sombo  3.2.21 Sombo 

Denksport  3.2.22 Mind games 

Bridge  3.2.22.1 Bridge 

Poker  3.2.22.3 Poker 

Traditionele sporten  3.2.23 Traditional games 

Fitness  3.8.7.1 Fitness / Keep-fit 
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Yoga  3.8.7.2 Personal health 

Body combat  3.8.7.1 Fitness / Keep-fit 

Body shape  3.8.7.1 Fitness / Keep-fit 

Body step  3.8.7.1 Fitness / Keep-fit 

Steps  3.8.7.1 Fitness / Keep-fit 
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Appendix G: Results simulation runs 

In this appendix the settings of parameters and the results of simulation runs are given. First, the 

settings and results of the runs when only implicit feedback is taken into account while generating 

recommendations are given. The implicit feedback events types that were considered are 

AddToFavorites, AddToSelection, AddToReminders and AddToWatched. Second, the settings and 

results of the runs when explicit and implicit feedback is taken into account are given. Besides user 

ratings, the same implicit event types were considered in these runs. 

Influence of implicit feedback on the recommendations 

The table below gives a summary of the settings and results of the simulation runs we performed to 

determine the influence of implicit feedback on the recommendations: 

Simulation 

Run 

Possible values 

Inflet 

Lowerbound 

(lb) 

Upperbound 

(ub) 

Best MAE 

value 

Improvement 

 

1 0,0.67, 1.33, 2 0 10 2.31 7.6% 

2 0,0.67, 1.33, 2 5 10 2.30 8% 

3 0,0.33, 0.67, 1 6 10 2.17 13.2% 

4 0,0.67, 1.33, 2 6 10 2.16 13.6% 

5 0,0.67, 1.33, 2 7 10 2.14 14.5% 

6 0,0.67, 1.33, 2 8 10 2.31 7.6% 
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Simulation run 1: 

• Set of possible values event influence for each event type: inflet ∈ {0,0.67, 1.33, 2} 

• Lowerbound: lb = 0  

• Upperbound: ub = 10 

MAE of cold start recommendations: 2.50 

Best MAE value: 2.31 

Improvement: 7.6% 

 

Distribution of event influence (inflet): 

 Event type (et) 

AddToFavorites AddToSelection AddToReminders AddToRecordings AddToWatched 

Best 0.666666 2 2 2 2 

Top 25 (avg) 1.3066667 1.946667 1.466667 1.573333 2 
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Simulation run 2: 

Set of possible values event influence for each event type: inflet ∈ {0,0.67, 1.33, 2} 

• Lowerbound: lb = 5  

• Upperbound: ub = 10 

MAE of cold start recommendations: 2.50 

Best MAE value: 2.30 

Improvement: 8% 

 

Distribution of event influence (inflet): 

 Event type (et) 

AddToFavorites AddToSelection AddToReminders AddToRecordings AddToWatched 

Best 0.666666 2 2 2 2 

Top 25 (avg) 1.4666668 1.92 1.44 1.653333 1.893333 
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Simulation run 3: 

• Set of possible values event influence for each event type: inflet ∈ {0,0.33, 0.67, 1} 

• Lowerbound: lb = 6  

• Upperbound: ub = 10 

MAE of cold start recommendations: 2.50 

Best MAE value: 2.17 

Improvement: 13.2% 

 

Distribution of event influence (inflet): 

 Event type (et) 

AddToFavorites AddToSelection AddToReminders AddToRecordings AddToWatched 

Best 1 1 0.666667 0.666667 1 

Top 25 (avg) 0.8666668 0.92 0.76 0.693333 0.933333 
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Simulation run 4: 

• Set of possible values event influence for each event type: inflet ∈ {0,0.67, 1.33, 2} 

• Lowerbound: lb = 6  

• Upperbound: ub = 10 

MAE of cold start recommendations: 2.50 

Best MAE value: 2.16 

Improvement: 13.6% 

 

Distribution of event influence (inflet): 

 Event type (et) 

AddToFavorites AddToSelection AddToReminders AddToRecordings AddToWatched 

Best 2 0.666666 0.666666 1.333334 1.333334 

Top 25 (avg) 1.36 0.933333 0.586666 0.933333 1.52 
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Simulation run 5: 

• Set of possible values event influence for each event type: inflet ∈ {0,0.67, 1.33, 2} 

• Lowerbound: lb =7  

• Upperbound: ub = 10 

MAE of cold start recommendations: 2.50 

Best MAE value: 2.14 

Improvement: 14.5% 

 

Distribution of event influence (inflet): 

 Event type (et) 

AddToFavorites AddToSelection AddToReminders AddToRecordings AddToWatched 

Best 0.666666 0.666666 0 0.666666 0.666666 

Top 25 (avg) 0.7466664 0.773333 0.373333 0.773333 0.773333 
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Simulation run 6: 

• Set of possible values event influence for each event type: inflet ∈ {0,0.67, 1.33, 2} 

• Lowerbound: lb =8  

• Upperbound: ub = 10 

MAE of cold start recommendations: 2.50 

Best MAE value: 2.31 

Improvement: 7.6% 

 

Distribution of event influence (inflet): 

 Event type (et) 

AddToFavorites AddToSelection AddToReminders AddToRecordings AddToWatched 

Best 0.666666 0 0 0.666666 0.666666 

Top 25 (avg) 0.5066665 0.373333 0.4 0.773333 0.559999 
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Influence of explicit and implicit feedback on the recommendations 

The table below gives a summary of the settings and results of the simulation runs we performed to 

determine the influence of explicit and implicit feedback on the recommendations: 

Simulation 

Run 

Inflet Lowerbound 

(lb) 

Upperbound 

(ub) 

Best MAE 

value 

Improvement 

 

1 {0,0.67, 1.33, 2} 6 10 1.87 25.2% 

2 {0,0.67, 1.33, 2} 7 10 1.86 25.6% 

 

Simulation run 1: 

Set of possible values event influence for each event type: inflet ∈ {0,0.33, 0.67, 1} 

• Lowerbound: lb = 6  

• Upperbound: ub = 10 

MAE of cold start recommendations: 2.50 

Best MAE value: 1.87 

Improvement: 25.2% 

 

Distribution of event influence (inflet): 

 Event type (et) 

AddToFavorites AddToSelection AddToReminders AddToRecordings AddToWatched 

Best 0.333333 0.333333 0.333333 0.333333 0.666667 

Top 25 (avg) 0.64 0.293333 0.453333 0.293333 0.413333 
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Simulation run 2: 

• Set of possible values event influence for each event type: inflet ∈ {0,0.67, 1.33, 2} 

• Lowerbound: lb = 7  

• Upperbound: ub = 10 

MAE of cold start recommendations: 2.50 

Best MAE value: 1.86 

Improvement: 25.6% 

 

Distribution of event influence (inflet): 

 Event type (et) 

AddToFavorites AddToSelection AddToReminders AddToRecordings AddToWatched 

Best 0.666667 0.666667 0 0.666667 0.666667 

Top 25 (avg) 1.413333 0.346666 0.586666 0.773333 0.693333 
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